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Storing the Apple Crop.
Harvesting and marketing the apple
cop 18 au important subject at_thts

warranted.

JONES,

H. P.

PLOW."

CoiTMuon'leoce on practical agricultural topic
1· solid tel.
Ad<lreea all communications In
teutle«l for this department to Hkmbt D
Hammond, Agricultural E<lttor Oifonl D«m
ocrat. Parle. Me.
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One of the best author
Dentist,
tien on the subject in New England is J.
W. Clark of western Massachubetts
MAINE.
NORWAY.
Some of the points he made at the lwt
once Hour·—» to 12—1 to 4.
annual meeting of the New Hampeh
Horticultural Society are helpfuK He
K. SMITH,
said erowing the crop is but ha" ">e
race and at the outset the fruit
Sro?T
Attorney at Law,
must understand that un!ess a «°Ρ
MAINE.
NORWAY.
been well grown the best of hand
Collection» a Specialty. cannot make a
Hume Block.
poor or medium fruit
turn a No. 1 price.
Apples should never be picked un
A PARK.
til they have reached maturity. 1
at
Law,
I.irked men they will never be of a*
Attorneys
g,H>d flavor or color as when left on the
MAINE.
BETHEL.
Neither will they keep a* well
Ellery C. Park.
A'Hlto E. Herrlek.
When put
in cold storage. An 1mmature apple is more liable to scald than
RIGHT à WHEELER.
well colored. Apples when
one
nicked should not be left In piles on the
a. the heat of the earth haaten.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
The apple
the ripening of the fruit.
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
much faster after it has been
πi,ens
A .'ton C. Wheeler.
Jamee S. Wright.
warm
ha*
been
picked if the weather
than when left on the tree.
&
If an orchardist decides to sell his
J. H.
fruit through commission men his revl> IL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
urns will be more satisfactory if he will
15 Hl(fh Street, JSouth Purls. Maine.
some good, reliable hou*the
Telephone 111-12.
market where he wants to sell his frui,
and «bip to them year after year, as long
Maps and Plan· made to order.
«"»
p™"1*
Map* of the tlmberlamU ami pocket maps of turned
In this way, if the fruit
each county for sale.
and the packer's name
Publisher» of the Atlas of Maine.)
honestly
w
,h placed on the barrel the mar
soon «et to know that the quality of the
fruit can be depended upou, and wi
all for it paving better prices than if
fruit had been shipped to a different
house each year.
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
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Stoves,

Hardware,
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All Kinds of

Commercial orcharding as a business
fford to follow the old way of
boring fruit in cellars or in
th»
where the temperature vanes
of the atmosphere outside. Of course
there are exceptions, for in some cellars
it
the fruit keeps well, but it is not
who wants to hold
Lead rule The grower
Ids fruit until late in the season shou d
either Ship it to s. me cold storage.house
in a large city, or furnish a suitable
place at home. The cost of holding
apples in storage vanes from forty to
sixty cents per barrel, according to lu
The expense In many cases precalitv

Pipe Repairing,

and Iron.

Telephone 1:11-11.
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J. WALDO

Licensed Taxidermist.
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rear

NORWAY

Telephone Connection.

cannot™

ta ze

building

of the higher price usually
holding fruit until late In the
obtain

J'Ttît.» h.„T

that

t^™

u.builcl·

expense into a suitable hou«
ing fruit. Ice is an important factor η
running such a house, and the cost of
Tea
obtaining it should be
A Ka*7 M-dkice for Bs»y People.
u
account when deciding on the advisabin
G-iJen Health aal R«a«-vi Vigor.
tv of storing fruit at home.
A anecill.· Γ.γ C->nitipu!loi·. Imlitwtioo. Li*e
mnvthina
add
does
not
Cold storage
anything
ntii Ki It. ν Tr· ibk···. Pimpl, ». fcczeiun. Impure
Li···*!. I!,.[ brralh. Slu«'j»'nh Bo«»*ls, Η··β'lai'v
un<l Ifctcka··!*». It'*R'"-ky Mountain Tea in :»t
G«>nuin« mtiile by
Ut f<>rn·. SB mu a box.
Company, Mailisoo, Wis.
Kou.tsrrt.Ît
PEOPLE
FOR
TALLOW
GOLDE.* N'JjÙcTS
d,.es not insure against loss from decay
Frui
or spread of disease.
erown free from disease, picked at the
π-'ht time, and placed in cold storage as
s.»..n as picked, will continue sound for
'n
I favor a
a long time.
the temperature can be controlled.
New England Homestead.
H0LL1STCR'3

Hccky fountain

Nuggets

**^'0

Cord Wood,

b^ldiug ^ich

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

Select
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Best

Conditions

Adapted

to
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To conduct a dairy at a
rhese
essential that good cows bo fed.
cows should not only be good
h ils but thev
should be of the oreec
which is best adapted to that particuthe
of
branch
lar
da-ry business that
is hein" specialized up«»n and to the
conditions of the farm where they are
^

There is no breed or type that will
the demands of all dairy farm cooditions else there would be but little
need of so much diversity of s ze,
For
and quality of product
the economical production of butter or
cream (or of milk rich in butter fat and
Portland Division.
adapted to a fancy high-class trade), U
KIKST CL I<tN ΡΛΟΚ 91.UO.
w„„ld be more profitable to> keep a h-i.
of Jersey or 'iuernsey cattle, that is
•TATEROUMS f.Wt.
t0
providing of course we were
Steamehipû "Governor Dingley" or ,,:ve them the same care and trea'ment
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf, Γν, ,t thev were accustomed to receive on
Portland, week days only at 1 p. m.,
toUnd. Jersey and Gu.rn
for Boston.
c
produce le.» of milk solids
other than lat thu. enab ing them W
floturiiliic
turn a larger proportion of their food au
Leave Uniuo Wharf, Boston, week energy into the production of the
sired product, than c.»ws <>f breeds
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
a larger quantity of milk dewhich
Through tickets on sale at principal ficient yield
iu butter-fat.
railroad stations.

[astern Steamship Company,

meet

con^

formation

prep^

ÏÎVm'iÎ.

%

°.V

/^

Freight

rates

low

:ut

as

un certain κ»πιπ

other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured against fire and marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Aeent.
Portland, Me.
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FOR
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*a7f|VER
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Cream Balm
Ely'squickly
absorbed.
it
bites Relief at Once.

It cleanses, smithes,
heals and protects
the diseased uieiu·
l>raue resultiug from Catarrh and drives
Kestores
a way a Co Id iu the Head quickly.
the St-usesof Τ.ι-te and Smell. Full size
50 eta. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cr>-um Balm £<*r use iu atomizers 75 cts.
Elv Brothers, 50 Warren Stre<t, New York.

Don't Look for

dairy

Bargains

amined by

DR. PARMENTER

Specialist

Cone Here.
Consult .le.

Potatoes

making t arm:
Sttuut'a nui»

ui<>thilU.»u*t«K*tjio|{c( bar
jfraina with Sute map· mailed 7nt ; m
it.«.

b-

VeriTa Laiswt far· Dwkr*.

E. A. STROUT CO..
US WaUf St. Auatfa.

will be Profitable.

Aroostook
growers of
are expecting considerable

profit from their crops this season,
quality being of the best, although

Ί 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantl; r
located in the village of West Paris
Conaists of nine rooms ami bath-room
shed ami stable. About 3-4 acre of land
with apple and pear trees.
The buiiil
ings are situated high from the atreet •
with broad piazza shaded with vine*
Λ spring ο 1
commanding a tine view.
These build
pure water on premises.
nga are well and prettily furnished am I
the owner would be glad to sell th ?
furniture and
furnishings with th »
house. This le a great bargain and wil I
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on ο r
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Parle
Maine.
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JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 Fort»··, South Peril

m

potato

Coanty, Me

FOR SALE.

States.

p.uiuio

*

The

Norway, Ale.

14

me

economy.
It is perhaps useless for me to con
tinue to present evidence in favor of
keeping better producing dairy cows,
but one thing worthy of note is the fact
that the man who baa built up a profitable herd of dairy cattle is at all times
ilert to secure better cows and increase
his profits. On the other hand, the man
who has an unprofitable herd has but
little ambition to inform himself in regard to his business or to improve the
quality of his herd. He doesn't believe
in dairy literature, or that other cows
could do better on his farm than bis
This class of men have done more
own.
to discourage dairy farmers than any
other.—Kansas Farmer.

When you are troubled with
Have your eyes exyour eyea.

[in

wurro

where the lam) is rough and
rolling, and where summer dairying in
heing followed, the cow 'hat is capable
of doing the best work nuder these conditions would be the best adapted to the
For such a farm
ecououiy of the dairy.
the dairyman would do well to select the
Aryshire, or high grades or that breed.
They have been bred and developed under similar environments until they have
become be'trr accustomed to that line of
and
treatment than the more refined
delicately organized breeds of dairy cattle.
On the other hand, the farmer who
lias rich and luxuriant pasture and keeps
his herd up to very near their full capacity at all times of year, and who is producing milk for the milk market, faces
different proposition and will
a much
find the Holstein breed, or high grades
from that breed, the best adapted to bis
scant or

I

the
the

The ex
crop itself is not a large one.
cellent quality of the Aroostook yield is
the g ·η»·πιΙ couditlon of the
contrary
potato crop reported from other sections
of New Knglau<l nod the west, thus affording the Maine growers a promising
opportunity for a high-cla-s market.
Prices are unstable, and at any time
unforeseen factors are likely to cause a
drop in demand. The experience of tbe
Maine farmers has shown them it is
never safe to hold off on the sale >f their
Tbe price being paid by the
crops.
warehoust s at Uoulton to the farmers at
presejt average from $1 15 to $1.50 a
barrel.
The outlook for tbe starch factories
during the coming sewton is not a promising one. because of the tine condition of
The s'arch factories make
the crop.
their greatest profits during those seasons which are the least profitable to
the farmer, and in turn suffer themselves
following the growers' favorable seasons.

people expect

too much milk on
rat'on of roughness.
They
feed the common beef cow rongh ration·
and then kick because dairying doesn't
pay. Could a man make farming pay
with bo decent tool· to work with?

Some

a

common

Ail the newspapers tomorrow would"—
"Never mind tbat. Oo abead and do
as you're told. At the first sign of disapproval from the galleries have the
motion passed and turn the police loose.

get hurt·

Discarding Cows in the Dairy.

AMONG THE FARMERS.
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Ια city dariee cows are frequently discarded because they are no longer giving
The owner
milk in paying quantities.
sells them and puts another fresh cow in
their place. That would not be a sufficient reason for discarding a cow in a farm
dairy if a good producer. In the latter
good cows should not be discarded as
long as they are able to product' well.
The following reasons, however, would
justify the farmer dairyman in getting
rid of them: If they failed to reach a
good standard in production, if they
were unusually restless and irritable, if
they were hard milkers, and if they failad to breed regularly.
The standard of production each dairyIn no case
man must set for himself.
should it be less than 6000 pounds of
In many cases it may be
milk a year.
To know what the
more than that.
cows are doing, of course records must be
kept. The very fact of keeping such records will have a salutary influence on
It will cause him to
Che dairyman.
reach out for higher attainment.
When cows are irritable and restless
»ud give trouble more or less because of
tuch peculiarities, these may furnish
justification for discarding them. Of
course, it may be wise to retain such
cows for a time in the absence of others
sot much more satisfactory, but as soon
is circumstances will justify it they
ihould be dispensed with.
Difficult milking may be caused by
«mail teats, or by some peculiarity in
the milk ducts or glands, which make it
The
lot easy to get milk from them.
imall teats are, to some extent, peculiar·
;ies of breeds, and, therefore, are the
outcome of inheritance. They make milk·
ng more tedious than it would otherwise be, since it makes stripping necessary. When the structure of the udder and
eats is such that considerable strength
s called for to get the milk the work of
nilking becomes much more laborious,
ind calls for a much longer time to do
he work. It is a matter, therefore, of
nucb practical moment that cows shall
milk easily.
it is also a matter of prime importance
η the farm dairy that cows shall breed
regularly. In this way only can the
naximum of milk How be maintained.
3f course, the great object in having
iairy cows to produce young is to freshIf this doee not take place at
en tbem.
regularly recurring periods, as say once
year, the milk tiow will not be sustainWhen such cows
ed as it ought to be.
fail to breed properly this in itself will
furnish one important reason why they
Piof. Thomas
ihould be discarded.
Shaw.
—

Sick Or Feeble Fowls.
There is such a thing as beginning in

the wrong way to handle poultry ailToo many times we seek a
ments.
remedy for a disease when we should
look for the cause that brought about
the condition, and be able to avoid it in
the future. For me there has always
been more satisfaction and profit in
keeping healthy poultry than in curing
lick birds; and not until we have learned the cause and bow to prevent these
ailments, as well as cure for poultry diseases, can we expect to make much succuss with poultry, except on a very
small scale. Δ good many who are constantly bothered with sick fowls count
themselves among those who are having
"bad luck." With such stock there is
uot ouly the care and expense of the
treatment, but there can be no financial
returns duriug the time of sickness.
Then there is the danger of having birds
of weak vitality when the breeding season comes.
Uubealthy stock is a source
of trouble all the time, not only of thems-lves, but they lead to weakness in the
following broods. Healthy stock is the
cornerstone of successful poultry keeping. They will be thrifty, lay well and
reproduce themselves. When the hens
lack vigor, even though not necessarily
sick, the use of such birds for breeding
purposes invites failure sooner or later.
Such stock is the result of inbreeding,
late hatches, immature birds and poor
general care. No matter now high these
specimens may score, do not breed from
tliem with a view of establishing a strain
of any value, for you will surely meet
If the defects do
with disappointment
not crop out in the first year's breeding,
they will in the second; they are sure to
come.
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CHAPTER

X1IL

Friday had ar
rived: the day whereon the fa
mous
or infamous
Itorough
Street
railway bill In its
amended form was to come up for the
momentous

aldermen's consideration.
Every paper iu the city devoted columns to the sltuntlon. Everywhere It
was known that the "boy mayor" was
fighting with all his might the bill ho
had ulready vetoed. Equally well was
It understood that Horrigan was making the Wattle of his whole career In
behalf of the measure. If he could but
induce his "solid thirteen" aldermen to
stand firm and could maintain his hold
Roberts for the fourteenth, all
on
would be plain sailing and the bill
would pass by a two-thirds vote In

spite of the mayor's

veto.

More than the mere bill and his
price for It were included In Horrlgun's reasous for his present activity.
He recognized that his prestige as boss
was at stake—that In case of failure
his hold on the organization would Inconsiderably weakened, perhaps almost
so much shaken as to permit I'helau to
fulfill his once absurd threat to tear
him down from his eminence. For the
whole organization was viewing with
breathless Interest the duel between
Horrigan and the youthful mayor the
boss had "made." In such circles a
beaten man commands scant respect.
·······

The board of aldermen were In session lu the city hall. Off the ante
chamber of the great room where they
a
was
met
small, snugly furnished
apartment, first of a series of similar
rooms that stretched away, with connecting doors, to the far end of the
main corridor. This place, with the
room adjoluiug. had ,once been the
comptroller's office. Of late, however,
that official had changed his quarters
and the room nearest the antechamber

had l>een appropriated by Horrigan
himself as a sort of unofficial snuggery, where he could sit at ease and
transact business at close quarters
whenever the organization's secret interests demanded his presence at the

city hall.

Here, his whereabouts known only
his intimate and personal lieutenants, the boss was wont to sit at ease,
like some fat, rubicund spider in the
center of a web of intrigue, and issue
his orders or plans of campaign. Some
of these were carried by word of mouth
through the anteroom Into the aldermanic chamber. Others he transmitted by means of a telephone that stood
ready on the center table, before which
to

his great easy chair was always placed.
Around this table as the board of aldermen were about to convene on the
fateful Friday of the Borough bill's
final consideration sat three men—
VValnwrlght, Glbbs and Horrigan. The
former, in spite of his habitual steady
Glbbs
cooluess, was plainly uneasy.
made no effort to deny his anxiety.
His eyes were bloodshot, his manner
abstracted and his nerves evidently
Horrigan
strung to breaking point
alone of the trio had abated not oue
Jot of the colossal calm and brutal
power that were part and parcel of

Understand?"
"AH

right." acquiesced

Williams du-

biously aud withdrew.
Wainwrlght opened bis moutb to protest, but Horrlgan was already huey at
the telephone.

"Hello!" he called. "1 want 1)00 FDOO F. Yes—yes. Is that the captain?"
"Then
he weut on a moment luter.
send blm to the phone. Tell him Mr.
Horrlgan— Hello, captain!" after an
other pause. "Yes. It's Horrlgan. At
city hall. In the aldermanlc chamber
there's a mob, and we're likely to ueed
No, not
the police to quiet 'em. Yes.
'diet' them, you fool!
'Quiet' them!
Yes. Send us a squad at double quick
anl let the sergeant report to Williams
Let the boys bring their night sticks,
aud tell 'em they're to take 110 Imck
talk and not to be afraid to slug If it
comes to that, and I guess It will. Pick
Yes.
Of
out the right sort to scud.
course I'll back up auythlng they do
Sure. Rush 'em. Goodby."
"Rut"— l>egau Wainwrigbt as Ilor
rlgan hung up the receiver. The boss
"I'll let that gallery
cut him short.
crowd see It ain't safe to Interfere with

my work."
"Rut." protested Wainwrigbt. "surely it will not be necessary to"—
"To break heads? It probably will.
Why not?"
"I'd rather use diplomatic tactics."
"Diplomacy's a game I never took
the trouble to learn."
"But those people you're about to
antagonize control votes"—
"Yes.
The people may control the
votes, but we count them. See the difference?"
"But doesn't the law i>eruilt the public to attend these meetings?"
"Only so long as they behave thein
If a few of 'em get clubbed
selves.
•hey wou't be so ready next time to
jutt In where they aren't wanted

rhey"-

The tinkle of the telephone bell cut
short the boss' public spirited remarks
Horrigan unslung the receiver.
"Who'sOh.
"Hello!" lie hailed.
Koberts, eh?"
"Is It Roberta?" cried Glbbs excit-

edly.
"No." snarled Horrlgan In ponderous

"It's the czar of Russia tele1 called
borrow α nickel.
Go
hiiu 'Roberts' Just to tlatter him
What'a that? Yes. this
on. Roberts!
is Mr. Ilorrigan. Want to see me. do
you? What for? No, there Isn't," he
went ou angrily after a moment's listen!ng. "You and I settled all that,
foil e and do your share of the— Yes,
I tell yon It's up to you to make good."
Another pause, duriug which Glbbs
Awl Wainwrigbt glanced at each other
In suspense. Then the boss continued.
In a louder voice, over the wire:
"Well, eome to my room In the city
hall. then, if you've got to see me. But
there's no need for It. It's all settled,
and there's nothing more to be said.
larcasm.

phoning

to

Don't keep me waiting.
ΠΙ be here
I— What's that? No! I won't come
You'll come to uie. and you'll
to you!
come ou the double quick! Jump uow!
if you don't—

tip!"

No, that's til.

Hurry

"Wouldn't It be wiser." suggested
tîibbs. "to humor the man by goiug to
him, as he suggests? Then"—
"No. it wouidu't!" retorted Horrigan
"If I'd g<»ue
us he kept the telephone.
on the principle of •huiuoriug' folks.
I'd still he working at eighteen per selllug ferry tickets. Take my tip. frlendl
Never ko to a man. Make him come to
And It gives
That's busiuess.
you.
you a ÎK> per cent better cbauce with
him. Now. then," pulling a paper from
his pocket. "I told you about the ?e-

port 1 had Morris ft Clierringtou dig
the man's mighty character.
out sbowlug up Bennett's old man.
"When will our bill come up, do you
I.Ike to look it over while
Here It Is.
luppose'/" asked Gibbs. breaking a
we're waiting?"
brief sileuce.
"Little enough good It seems to have
"In half an hour or so probably,"
done!" returned Walnwrlght as the
answered Horrigan, glancing at his
heads bent over the document.
"I thought It was better for three
watch.
"He's still lighting us. tooth and nail."
Pure-Bred Poultry for Farmers.
us to get here ahead of time."
"Yes," agreed Horrigan grimly, "but
"Half an hour," fumed Glbbs. "and
Farmers everywhere have found it exa satisfaction to know It isn't only
It's
here yet!
ceedingly profitable to improve their neither Ellis nor Roberts
He's cutting his own
us he's flghtiug.
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs; but there Suppose they don't g«;t here ou time?"
throat too."
is a much wider tield open to them in
"They will," grunted Horrigan placthe improvement of farm poultry, and idly.
CHAPTER XIV.
this is attended with much less expense
"LiO you IQlllK 11 1» possune eiiucr ui
and at least 2UU per cent more profit on
first committee room that
There is nothing ihuiii has come yet?" «ont ou Glbbs.
every dollar invested.
lay to the right of Horrigau's
door.
the
for
the
antechamber
so
well
nt
η
that
with
on the farm
glance
pays
office—in the same relation to II
This
attention and expense as poultry.
"So."
as the antechamber to the left
is apparent to farmers who figure out
"How do you know? I'erhape"—
-was usually given over to dry offithe credit and debit side of the poultry
"Williams would have told me. He cial
busluess. and its musty walls must
bonks as they do those of their other
knows where I'm to be found."
almost have experienced a distinct
stock books.
"You're sure Ellis and Roberts will shock about this time as Dallas Wain·
Fowls Lave been generally neglected
iliow ιιμΓ
so long on farms that it has been hard to
wright entered from the corridor be"Yes'%
couviuce anyone that his hens are of
hind. Slu· was accompliuled by Perry
excuse
common
soon?"
and
the
"IIow
much account,
and by Phelan, who, passing through
bother
time
to
have
no
"I
has been:
"In good time."
the corridor toward the aldermanic
So the neglected fowls
with hens."
"But suppose they don't?" Insisted
chamber, had collided with the brother
were the only livo stock ou the farm left
"What titerV"
Uibbs nervously
and sister at the committee room door.
But one
to suffer from want of care.
"Why. if they don't, then they won't
"Here's a good sight for sore eyes,
after another the farmers have been imWhat do you supjiiwe?" simp|»d Hor- Miss
Waiuwright," the alderman was
pressed with the fact that pure-bred
with
the
mutter
"What's
you
fowls are not merely for ornamental pur- rlgan
saying with his best air "But is It
a
muse
for
Are
you looking
poses, aud that any breed of fowls once anyhow?
fair to ask what briugs such a bunch
brought up to the standard by careful utu job as the 'human <|Uestion mark?'
of suushinc into an old p'litlcal shell
will
not
selection aud breeding
require
"(JIbbs Is naturally uervoux," explain- like this? I'd as soon think of seeing
anything more than common stock, and ed Waluwrlulit. "He's not so old at
Uorrlgiin at mass as to find you here."
will pay him better in every way.
tills ;hiiii' as you and I. Horrlgau. aud
"I want to attend the aldermen's
The result is more pure-bred utility
we must make allowances."
meeting." exclaimed Dallas. "I have
poultry is kept every year. No matter
"1
boss.
the
"Nervous?"
grunted
So I made Perry
how neglected a Hock may be, it can be
a special reasou.
look at that
improved by the purchase of a pure-bred should say he is! Just
bring ine. But at the door they told
He's been chewing
male from some egg-producing variety, cigar I gave him
us the gallery was so crowded that we
of farmers can testify. It as If it was a sausage. That's no
as thousands
couldu't"—
the
With proper feed and care
percent- way to treat a Hftv cent cigar, mag!
"Never you mind the gallery, miss."
age of egg laying and marketing has inIere. try another, and see If you can't
Interrupted Phelan. "It Isn't meant
are
now
and
farmers
still
creased
more,
smoke it Instead of eating a free lunch
You
taking as much pride in well-bred hens »!T It. Nothing like a good smoke to for the likes of you anyway.
a* in well-bred horses, cows and swine.
just sit here a few minutes, an" I'll
lf"nerves.
teadv
your
To make poultry profitable and keep
catch an attendaut somewhere an'
The anteclmmlier door oi>eued. and
them so, they must be made comfortmake him hustle up a couple of good
in.
able; and this means they must have Williams hurried
chairs for you on the maiu floor, where
"He's
"I got Kills!" he reported.
proper houses, proper feed and good
can pipe everything Just like you
care.—Mrs. J. G. Osborne, Onondaga, here, and"—with signlfk-aut emphasis- you
were In your owu op'ra box copplu' ofl
'he'll vote right!"
a swad of high C's."
"1
assented
"C.ofHl!"
Horrlgan.
D sappolnted.
"Thank you bo much, alderman," reNow. for
he'd come to time.
thought
At a dinner of a legal association held
plied Dallas. "I hope we're not putdone."
the
and
Roberts
thing's
in Washington not long ago one of the
ting you to too much trouble."
"The gallery in there Is Jammed." reAn' even if il
speakers told of a farmer's son in Illinois
"No trouble at all.
tohead
his
Williams.
jerklu«
who conceived a desire to shine as a ported
I'm
was I'd come a-runnln' to meet It.
"I
nevlegal light. Accordingly he went up to ward the aldermanic chamber.
tlie original trouble eater. Besides, the
Springfield, where he accepted employ- er saw sueh a mob in the place be- best In the house Is none too good foi
ment at a small sum from a fairly well fore."
the lady who was bo iut'reated in uiy
known attorney.
"That's what comes of nil this newsoutings. So long! I'll be right back."
At the end of three days' study he re"If
paper publicity." growled Horrlgan
"What a queer chap he is!" mused
turned to the farm.
'd
"Well, Bill, how'd ye like the law?'' It wasn't for the papers the people
Perry, as Phelau hastened away on
us.
Hut
never make any trouble for
anked his father.
"If I could tfke a all
his mission.
"It ain't what it's cracked up to be," they read the news aud then they get weeks' course in
slang and hot all
responded Bill gloomily. "I'm sorry I silly Ideas about their 'rights.' aud a from that man I'd lie able to sew but
learned it."—September Lippincott's.
lot of them come here to see they don't tons on the whole English language.'
If the papers
Lord!
get swindled
"I don't think you need very muet
Kansas Automobile Rules.
would only suspend publication for one
tuition," observed Dallas. "But It wai
whole
the
to
I'd
put
guarantee
The Kansas papers are publishing the month.
kind of Mr. Phelan to look after us. 1
following road rules for motorists: "On state In my vest pocket. They're al- like him be"—
the
an
discovering
approaching team,
ways butting in to spoil the organiza"Because he's standing by Bennett
automobilist must stop offside and cover tion's honest profits.
How are the
so plucklly In this fight?"
his machine with a tarpaulin painted to crowd In the
gailorles behaving?"
· Auto"Mr. Bennett is nothing to me."
correspond with the scenery.
"They're quiet." answered Williams
"No?"
asked
Perr.v in Innocent
mobiles running on country roads at
That's what
"Too quiet.
amaze.
"Then I wasted a lot of goo<!
night must send up a red rocket every uneasily.
be waiting
mile and wait ten minutes for the bothers me. They seem to
cigarette money cabling to you about
road to clear. They may then procecd for the Borough bill to"—
his campaign when you were acrosi
"If they raise any row. rush n mo- the
carefully, blowing their horns and shootFor ι
big wash last summer.
tion through to clear the galleries," or- man who was 'nothing' to you yo«:
ing Roman candles."
dered Horrlgan.
sure took large swads of Intelligent In
Tou may not find time to read your
"Nothing short of the police could terest. Look here, little girl," be wenl
farm papers carefully during the "harry- clear away that big crowd."
on, less flippantly, "what's the matter'
ing reason;" but keep them on file,
"Then we'll have the police la to
Has anything"—
for
the
and
by.
long evenings by
ready
help."
"No!" she broke Ui, with a misera bl<
"that
would
Williams,
"But."
argued
tie mat
effort at courage.
The bustler is not always tbe man who
mean a riot, aud a lot of people would
hurries.
ter. I'm perfectly happy. Why shçuldn' ;
We do not all agree on what the propof poultry coneists of, but if more
would put good hard common sense in
the work they would in a great measure
prevent these troublesome diseases
Vincent M. Couch, Cortland, Ν. Y.,
in Tribune Farmer.

Mr. Glbbs."
"Good Lord!" gasped the lad In hon"If that'· meant for a
est dismay.
Joke, It's the punkeet ever! Dld""It Isn't a joke, Perry, and it'* very

be there. I can't have"—
"I will be on hand to help her If
there Is," GIbbs answered him.
"Il'm!" grunted Horrlgan In somewhat uncomplimentary doubt.
"I will, too!" spoke up Perry.
Horrlgan n<)dded approval.
"You'll be all right then," said he.
"And now"—
"You spoke of the police being In the
aldermonlc chamber," said Dallas.
"What for?"
"To check any trouble ♦»>«»
nay make," answered Horrlgan. "This
man Bennett's stirred the people up
with a lot of his anarchistic reform
Some one's
Ideas till they're crazy.
liable to get a broken skull, and then
Bennett will have himself to thank.
Maybe when the police have hammered a little sense Into folks' heads
with their nightsticks, the victime will
beglu to understand Just what sort of
Remember
a man Alwyn Bennett Is.
now, Glbbs, and you, too, young Walnwrlght, If there's any sign of a row
bring Miss Walnwrlght back here at

you don't like him. I'm—I'm"—
"You're happy?"
"Certainly 1 am!" she retorted defiantly. "So happy that I"—
"That you are having a fight to keep
from crying this blessed minute!" he
finished.
'Say. Dallas. It breaks me
1
all up to have you so miserable.
think a whole lot of you. More'n of
auv one else but Cynthia. And 1 want

to help you out of this meaely mlxnp.
Won't you?""There Is nothing any one can do."
she murmured sadly. "I have chosen
my course and I"—
"Cheese it!" whispered Perry In hur"Here comes Benried admonition.
uett, and Phelan's with him."
The young mayor came in, talking to

the alderman as he came.
"This room's disengaged." he was
raying. "I'll write It here and give It
to—oh. I beg your pardon," be broke
off. recognizing Dallas and Perry. "I

Phelan's talk with Perry, said to her,
with a certain unconscious stiffness:
"I fear I was too taken aback by
your announcement the other evening
to remember to congratulate you, but
please believe me when I say 1 wish
you every happiuess lu the new life
you have chosen."
Thank you very

much." faltered

Dallas.
There was an awkward pause; then
ylie said:
"You came In here to write something. I'm afraid we are detaining
You must be busy with your
you.
tight against the Borough bill. You
are quite determined to continue it to
the end?"
"To the

miserably.

bitter end!" he answered
"Rven though that end
nothing but bitterness for

hold
me."
The set anguish in his fnf,e moved
Dallas more than she dared confess
even to herelf.
"I am sorry." she said softly.
"It Is the course 1 have chosen." he
answered, with a shrug, "and if it
leads to eternal darkness instead of
the sunlight 1 exacted 1 must follow
can

It noue the less."
"That Is sheer obstinacy." she cried,
battling against her own heart's pas
"You have laid out a
slonate plea.
plan to ruin Mr. Gibbn. to deprive
Perry and me of mj own fortune.
to enrich your
«vif by selling
Borough s t oc k
short

and

tba. the sto k
would collaps.·
You have done
all this, ami yet
you talk of folio wing your
a b o m i u a b Ie
to
the
course
end !"
"Dallas." be
said very quiet

so

Λ

ly, "you don'l

understand, and
"Dallas," he nald very you refused to
dun't
quietly, "you
t^ust me to exundcrutand.
so I can

plain,

But one day you ma.v
say no more.
learn the cruel mistake yon are mak-

ing."
"I don't mean that you are mistaken
in choosiug Gibbs instead of uie, but
that you are wrong lu your Judgment
I hope you will
of what I am doing.
It will be too
understand some day.
late to cliange anything then. but at
least I shall be set right in your eyes
And that means more to me than you
know. Goodby."
lie left the room abruptly, and Dallas stared after him. her brain α whirl
with conflicting thoughts.
"There's a man in ten million, miss.'
volunteered Phelau. breaking in on lici
reverie, "an' from the looks of thai

can ever

ou
new dinky, tbree-k spark
your linger 1 guess you're wise to tinfact."
"1 am engaged to Mr. Gibbs," replied
Dallas coldly.
"What the"— gasped I'helan. checking himself Just In time. "I'm sure
sorry for you, miss." he went on. with

bran'

a sincerity that precluded any offense,
"for frien' Gibbs Is going to have
something so heavy fall on his bank
roll by the timo we're through with
this Borough bill that he'll be able to
use his wad for α book mark without
Why.
crluklln' any of the leaves.

he'll"—
"Come, Perry," Interrupted Dallas
"Shall we go to the meeting now?"
Confused. she turned to the door
leading into Ilorrigan's room instead
of that opening on the corridor -and
found herself face to face with her
uncle, the boss and Gibbs.
"I lx»g your pardon," she began, surprised. "I didn't know"—
"Dallas:" exclaimed Gibbs and Walnwright In the same breath. Ilorrlgan
ecowled at the interruption as all three
men rose

to their feet.

"What brings you to a place like
this?" asked Wainwrlght in displeasure.

"Perry and I," Indicating her broth-

who had followed her Into the
"are going to attend the meeting of the board of aldermen."
"But," protested her uncle disapprovingly, "It Is hardly the eort of"—
"My fortune and Perry's and that of
the man I am to marry are all bound
up In the Borough bill," she answered
fearlessly. "I have a right to be present when that bill's fate le decided."

er,

room,

"Good nerve!" applauded Horrlgun
"You're a thoroughbred. If there were
more women like you"—
"Mr. Horrlgan," reported Williams,
hurrying in from an antechamber, "the
police have come, and"—
"All right," answered the boss. "Give

the sergeant his orders."
"I—I hjtrdly like the responsibility,"
muttered Williams, "and"—
I'm backing
"But you'll take it
you. By the way, get seats for Miss
Get
Wnlnwright and her brother.
them close to the anteroom door, so if

them back!"
"What do I

want of them?"

|

"They belong to
Horrlgan craftily.
you."
"They dcu't I won't keep them."
"You'll have to. I keep you to your
promise."

"What promise?" asked a voice behind them.
Bennett, hastily summoned by PheIan, had entered the room unobserved
by either of the excited men.
"What promise?" he asked again. "A

"goes

"What are you doing here?" bellow
ed Horrlgan In fury. "You called me
down once for coming Into your priWhat
vate office without knocking
d'vou mean by comimr into mine?"

•i-I didn't mean auy harm!" mum"It couldn t
bled the crushed Glbbs.
hurt vou people to have me buy Borfor myself, and I'd have
ough
cleared up a million and more. Ob.
don't glower like that. Horrlgan, but
try to think out some way of""Of what, you eurV

'stock

••Isn't there any way eveu now to
uiake Bennett let up <>n his tight.'
"if there was vou couldn t be of use
to us so why should I talk about It
to you?"
••But I'd do anything in the world-

anythlng"—

Wh.v'd
question?"

"I let her see Glbbs

was

a

heroic

martyr." said Walnwrlght, with quiet
significance, "aud that Bennett was""Oh, I see!" chuckled Horrlgan.
"Still, there might be something made
out of Bennett's love for her even yet."

"What do you mean?
I'll have to
"I'm uot quite sure.
think It over."
"Roberts has come!" exclaimed Williams, entering from the corridor
"He's asking for you. Shall I bring
him In here?"

"By
"Yes." replied Horrlgan.
way." he added to Walnwrlght as

tinWll

Uauis departed, "I'll have to ask you
to clear out for a few minutes. I've
for the
got to see Roberts alone. Now
tussle that'll decide the whole fight!"

CHAPTER XV.

WILLIAMS

entered with Rob
erts iu tow. The latter wore
a haggard, troubled look, and
his natural nervousness had
so much so that In-

visibly deepeued,

had not even^ noted Phelan's appearinto
ance in the corridor as he passed

Horrigan's private room.
"Good evening, alderman," said Horrlgan civilly.
"Good evening, sir," answered Rob

erts palpably 111 at ease.
"I understand there's a full meeting
today, Eveu Ellis came back from
the south to be here. You're the onlj

missing."
."I couldn't get here

man

I"—
Υοιι
That's all, Williams.
"1 see.
Roberts aud I waut a
needn't wait.
Now.
little talk l>efore he goes In.
sooner.

then," went on the boss, with a complete change of mauner as Williams

left the room, "what's the matter with

you :
"1—I can't"—
Speak out, uinn!
"Can't what?
Don't stand there and mumble at me!"
'.'1 can't vote for the Borough fran
chine hill."

hey?" roared Horrigan
"Can't,
"Why not?"
"Because— because"— faltered Rob
erts; then, with a rush of hysterical

emotion that blotted out his fear, h«
cried :
"Have you heard what that man Ben
uett has done? lie organized a voters'
committee in my ward and sent them
to ask me at my own house what I wat
going to do about that bill. They bad
been stirred up by Bennett till they
looked on me as a crook and on the bill
as a

personal robbery.

They told

tnt

If I voted for It they'd know I was α
dirty thief and grafter and that they'd
kick me out of the ward."
rumbled
Horrigan
well!"
"Well,
soothingly, as though trying to calm u
"What do yon
fractious drunkard.
When they've forgotten al!
care?
about the bill you'll still have th«
dough, won't you? Folks won't ask
'How'd he get It?' All they'll care tc
know Is 'Has he got It?"'
'That Isn't all!" Roberts blunderer]
on, scarcely heeding the Interruption
"Bennett's next step was to organl»
a committee of voters' wives, and tlio.v
cauie to see my wife this morning
when I was ont and told her they'd
heard I was going to sell myself and
vote for a dishonest bill.
My wife-

my wife thinks I'm the squnrest
noblest man on earth. Oh. you nee.'.n'i
sueer! Her trust means everything t<
me.
She told the women I wouldu'i
stoop to any deed that wasn't liouest
and they answered: 'Our husluind* be
lleve Mr. Roberts is a crook. If lie l·
really honest he'll vote against thai
bill, as he did before.' Then on mj
way home this 110011 I met my llttl<
boy. Ile was crying. 1 asked hiu
Ile said tha
what the matter was.
some !>oys had told him I was a graft
er. I tell you." his voice rising a linos
to a scream, "Bennett's made my llf<
I'm honest
I'm no crook.
a hell.
and"—

"Sure you're honest!" Ilorrlgnn ex
claimed, as though to a cross child
That's whj
"Honest as the day!
you're voting for our bill. Because th»
crooked clauses have l>een cut out oi
it. and In its present form 4t's a bcuefi
to the city."
"That Isn't why I promised to voti
for it," contradicted Roberts, with
despulrlng dash of courage. "It wa:
ttecause I -because"—
"Never mind why, then, but just g
ahead and do it"

"I won'tl 1 dare Dot"—

would?"

"You

lu

eut

sharply.

_

-ri
Horrlgan

"Yes. yes! Only give me a chance.
I'd"—
Horrlgan considered, then said rertectively:
"No chance is too slight to take at a
lime like this, and nobody's too rotten

I've found there are
to be of use.
three things, one of which will alwuys
buy any mau-a women, ambition or
We've tried Bennett on ambicash.

tion; he doesn't need money,

so

only

the first of the three remains."
••A woman? I don't understand.'
"Miss Walnwrigbt."
"But"—
....
•
Listen here. Bennett's In love with
Waluwrlght's niece. Vou've cut him
out.
Go and tell him If he II let our

bill alone you'll smash the engagement
and leave her free to marry him.
See ?"
"I can't! I-hold on. though! Afterward 1 could deny the whole thing,
couldn't 1? It'd be his word against
mine, and she'd never believe I could

The aux*droi>pcr.

on

fair

0""»· <'M

and tailing in on to our game, hey t
"I'm ruined! Broke! And
"And you've got It coming to you,
The man who
vou whining traitor!
back on his partners deserves an
the kicking he gets."

promise to"—

sorry for them both."
"Why?" asked Wainwright sharply.
"Because It won't take her a year to
Aud
And out that he's a yellow cur.
when she does she'll either kick him
out or lead him around on a chain.
Now, the fellow a girl of that sort
ought to have married Is Bennett.
He's an obstinate fool, but he's a man.
I thought you said once he was stuck
her."
"He was. He still Is."
"And she took Glbbs Instead?" cried
Horrlgan, a world of Incredulity In his
rough voice. "Women are a queer lot!
she shake Bennett, If It is a

'«boM

strlckeu to heed his own ind ecretlon.
"Every cent I had In the
world! I"—
He checked bleiself an lustaut too
late.
"So?" drawled Horrlgan, his keen
little eyes searing the other with
'So It was you
boundless contempt.
who were secretly buy lug up the stock

argued panic

most of the subtle rules of elegance
Come on.
that govern such shows.
people, If you're coming."
"Your niece is a thoroughbred," repeated Ilorrltan, with rare approbation, as the anteroom door closed behinrl Dallas and her two escorts. "So
I'm
she's to marry Glbbs, Is she?

then

vetoing the bll!

"You don't men η
Inert at the uews.
It' You can't mean It! Great heaven.
The sight of the other'· cowardly
emotion seemed to rouse Horrlgan
from his apathy.
"If I can stand It, you can!" he snarled.
"You only lose your percentage

"You'll de It. I say!" stormed Horrlgan. "You :uu't welch on me at tills
stage of the game. Those Sturtevant
Trust company uotes of yours were
seut to you and"—
"And I won't take them!" declared
Roberts, slamming two slips of paper
down upon the table. "There! Take

once."
"All right," agreed Perry, a little rueful at the prospect of missing a free
fight. "Let's go In there now. I've
never been to an aldermen's meeting
before, but I rau up agulust a car
strike riot once, so I guess I'm on to

illdn't know""Pve got two good seats for you."
onnounced I'helan. "Itlght where you
ran see nn" hear the whole shootln'
match. An' ! guess before the meetin's
over It's liable to get as Interest!!)' as
η double "Uncle Tom" show lu a tent
I'll show you the way as soon as
jrou're ready. There'· no rush. Things
ain't begun to sizzle up yet."
Bennett had crossed to where Dallas
stood Irresolute and. nnder cover of

—

^'Nothing's

•Alderman Phelan"—
"Alderman Phelan will have trouble
finding a seat In this city when I'm
done with him," snarled Horrlgan.
"Better take the seats I offer, Mise
Walnwrlght. They're safer."
"But," protested Walnwrlght. "If
there's to be any danger she mustn't

rude of you to talk so. I am engaged
to Mr. Glbbs, and"—
"But—how—when did the atrocity
come off. and""1 l>ecame engaged to him the night
I didn't
of the administration ball.
want to tell you yet, because I knew

er care

THE

there's a row she can come back bore.
If there are no vacaut seats there,
clear a couple of people out and make
place for"—
"But we have seats," protested Dallas as Williams sped on his errand.

I be? Λη emragod jr!r! Is nlways""An engaged girl!" he shouted In
high glee. "You don't mean to Bay
you and Alwyn"I am engaged to
"Of course not.

do such a tiling, l-l ">iSht tr>'·
"
"Yes growled Horrlgan. "you might
A cur that's lost all his nerve can try
things that eveu an ordinary crook
would balk at."

"lours?' queried Alwyn. "I had .-in
The time i>
idea It was the city's.
past when (lie words 'llorrigan' ami
'city* meant the same tiling. Wi·!!
Roberts, how are you going to vote'·
I want to iH'lleve you honest, an !

But Glbbs did not hear. He had returned to the corridor In search of
Bennett. The man scarcely deserved
the opprobrium heaped on him b> Ilorrliraii. A brilliant, daring operator, he
was, unknown to himself, a rank coward at heart. For the first time In bit

Why. what's ul! this?" his eyes faiiiiiu
the forgotten notes un the taiil··
"Nothing of yours!" shuttle·! Hon!
gan, making a futile, furious grab lor
the documents which Alwyn \v:is pick
lng up. "Drop them! Drop them. !

on

say,

or

"Why should 1?" asked P.eunett calm
ly, his quick eye taking in the nature
of the silps of paper even as his alcr
brain grasped lu full the meaning o"
the transaction in which they ligiiiv.;
"Do they belong to you?"
"They don't !»>long to you any wa\,'

ed to the plan he was now so eager to
carry out. It was a putrid bit of Jetwhich a financially drowning
man did not scruple to clutch.
Horrlgan followed him from the

sam'at

retorted llorrigari. "and If you tlaniead them"Roberts,"
"I've already ivad them.
he added in a kinder voice, turning t··
the shaking altleruiau, "these were to
have been your brilte. wereu't they, foi
voting for the Borough bill?"
His

quietly

compelling

tone

room,

is up."
"I want those notes!" panted nom
with an
gun, finding coherent speech
effort through ii's red in 1st of rage.
"Why? They're not yours. They
areu't made over to you. and there 1»
Thej
no cancellation stamp on them.
are the profierty of tin· Sturtevant
Trust coin|mny, and I'll send them
back there toinoi row—after I've hail

them photographed."
••You'll give them to me." shouted
Horrlgan. his mighty body vibrating
with fury, "or yon'li never leave this
room

alive!"

"You're a fool, Horrlgap," remarked
Bennett, with condescending calm, "for
you don't even
kuow tlie right
man to bully!"
He gazed unflinchingly into
the maddened
little
eyee of
the boss, and sc
for a moment

they

distorted,

d e rous;
Bennett's pale
cold, deadly ir
Then wnyed the l/attle its repose.
then
And
of will*, both men
itaudliiy motlonlcs*. waged the bat
m u r

tie of wills, both men standing mo
tlonless, tens»·, vibrant with dynamic
force.

Slow.?, little by little llorrignn'f
eyes dropped. He moved awkwardly
to one side from his position In fronl
of the door aud Bennett, without s<
much as a backward look, passed out.
The loss, like a man In a daze, sail*
heavily Into a chair and gazed straighi
ahead of hiui, his usually red fact
gray and pasty.
But he wi's not to enjoy even tin
néant boon of solitude. From the ante
room Gibbs strolled In.
"They're going

quite

re-

Moreover. Its failon the deal.
of
ure, as he knew, meant the wreck
that mighty political prestige he had
up. It
so long and wearisomely
might even, if Alwyu fulfilled bis
threat about the notes, leadI to►
\et the bull
personal consequences.
dog pluck that had carried this man
of iron from the «utter to the summit
of political power did not desert b
nor did he show the loss of one iota of

grajt

Ids customary monumental calm.
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LOWESTOFT china.
Story of

a

Factory

Are No«

Whose

Produota

Higltly Prized.

At ι be end of the North p*trade.
Lowestoft. is llu· W.irren liouse, a
pla>-c of g l'eut interest to connoisseurs
It was here, iu the eightof china.
eenth century, that a discovery of

line «lay was ma.le which eventually
k'd it· Lowestoft mauutacturing the
china which is now so rare that It is
almost priceless.
IiiitI'tl experiments made by llewlln
Lusi n, Ksij.. of <;unton Park, near
Lowestoft, with some tine clay discovered accidentally on his estate resulted in complete success and ultimately
led to the opening of a factory ut
Lowestoft in 1750 for the manufacture
of line earthenware and porcelain "soft

paste."

In 1775 a finely glazed and decorated
"hard paste" was Introduced, the efflcleucy and beauty of which betokened a brilliant success for the proprietors. Contemporary evidence indisputably shows that from 1770 to
1800 the Lowestoft works were at the
zenith of their fame. Owing, however,
to the enormous expenses and difficulty incurred in procuring china clay
from Cornwall and elsewhere (after
the original clay wns exhausted) and
the rapidly increasing competition of
other makers its prosperity waned, the
collapse came, and the works were
closed in 1803.—London Globe.
A Bachelor and

a

Widow.

"Bachelors," snhl the widow, "are
the most sensitive people on earth At
any rate, the bachelors 1 know are.
I dined with one not long ago.
Durstood—Pa- ing the first part of the meal he seem-

tricia u and proletariat—In the
world old strug
gle of the twc
for supremacy.
Η ο r r igan's
face was scar-

let,

uerve

built|

me.

look at Horrlgan.
"Now, my friend," said Bennett
pleasantly when he and the boss were
alone together, "what are you going t<>
do about It? It seems to me your game

splendid

heavily

an

to go into the council room and vote a>
your manhood tells you to."
Roberts, comforted, yet still trembling, obeyed, not venturing a second

his own

covered from the crushing blow his
hopes had received. He had

glance forced from Rolierts a frightened
"Yes" before Horrlgan could Interfere.
"1 thought so. He quiet. Horrlgan," I
he commanded as the infuriated boss
sought to speak through his choking
wrath. "This is between Roberts and
Now, then"—
"I returned the notes to him!" plead
ed Roberts in panic. "Honestly. I did'
Just before you came lu. 1 could have
kept them, and he couldn't have pre
tin
vented me even if I voted against
bill. But I'm square aud""Yoii are square!" affirmed Bennett,
moist
gripping the alderman's cold,
hand in friendly reassurance. "I knew
all along you were honest at heart.
Horrlgan wanted to brilte you, and you
wouldn't Ite bribed. Now, I want you

cropped

out,
Ufe the cowardice had
to do Glbbs justice, It bad driven
lu his norhi in temporarily insane,
mal senses he would never have stoop-

and,

you'll—

over some

unlnipor

tant preliminary business," remarket
the broker, "so I came out for a breatl
of fresh air. How are things going*/"
"We're heat," grunted Ilorrigan. no

looking up.
"Beat?" «'Teamed Qlbbs, aehen

ant

ed uneasy.
"
'If any of my friends see me,' he
said, "they will thiuk I am dining
with some other man's wife.'
"'Why?* I asked.
"lie pointed to my wedding riug.
"
'Shall 1 take It off";' I asked.
"'Would you mind?' said he.
"
'Not at all.' I said and slipped otT
the ring.
"Since then when going anywhere
with thut bachelor or any other bachelor I save him from embarrassment
by taking off my wedding ring liefore
we start.
I find they appreciate my
consideration for their feelings. Now.
If that isn't sensitiveness raised to the
ninth power I'd like to know what it
is."—Now York Press.

Looking Backward.
"Some people have queer ideas of
•entiment."
"For example?"
"I kuow a man who treasures the
•Upper his mother used to spank him
with."—Birmingham Age-lierald.

Reckless Expenditure.
Dllver—When I took this place It
wasn't fit for a dog to live in. I have

nearly $1,000 on it. SansonDon't you think It would have been
cheaper had you killed the dog?— Bosspent
tou

Transcript.

Bethel.
West Pari·.
THE
A good number of Bethel people et·
Remember to oome and aee "The VilFestival.
ïîu Oxford
lage PoetofHce" next Wedneaday even- tended the Maine Muslo
The partnership between Dr». Tuell
the 21et.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ing
We have another new organization in and Stnart has been dissolved bj mutual
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
town. About the middle of September consent. Dr. Tuell has been in Portland
at the blackamith ahop of Elroy R. Davie, and Boston looking for another assistant.
SOOTH PARIS, MAINS, OCT. 20, 1908.
Mies Alice Twitchell of Augusta has
who has had considerable to do in startParts Hill.
the idea, the West Paris Rifle Club visited her brother, S. I. French.
ing
T.
W.
Hll, pwFirst Baptist Church, Bev. β.
A ΤWOOD A FORBES, tor.
Twenty or more took advantage of the
M. was formed with a membership of 17.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A.
Boston excursion.
Editor· tad Proprietor*.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service Officers were elected as follows:
T. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
at 7 3Θ.
Thursday afternoon and evening the
Prwldent—Albert L. Bowker.
▲. K. FOBBBl.
UBOBeS M. ATWOOD.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 130. Coy^
Ladies' Aid of the M. B. church held
Vlce-Preeldent—Edwin J. Mann.
nant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
H. Barker.
Secretary—W.
their annual harvest fair and supper.
Sunday of the month at 2:30 P. M. All not
Treasurer— K. R. Davis.
There was a large attendance and suotf pal J strictly In ail ranee. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
H. Ward well.
Tumi —41.50 a

OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1833.

peraocvat,

year
Otherwise $2.00 a year.

Single copie· 4

]

ce η ta.

AU : offal advertleemente
Λυτκκτιβκιικχτβ
are siren three con seed re insertions for $1JO
contract·
per Inch in length of column. Special
made with local. transient and yearly adrerUa—

ers.

Jo· Puuttho —New type, fut pree«e·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mat thl· department of oar bueliew complete and popular.

MRtiLE COPIES.

β la# le Copie# of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copie· of each laeue hare been placed on
•ale at the following place· In the County :

1

Shurtleff'e Drug Store.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaater.
Mr». Harlow, Post Office.
Samuel T. White.
T. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Parla,
Norway,

South

BuckHeld,
Parts Hill,
Went Pari·,

For President,

William H. Taft,
of Ohio.

Captain—H.
A meeting to talk over plans and arrangements was held at the shop of Mr.
Davis last Thursday evening. There is
no definite time for meetings but they
are left at the call of the secretary. The
object of the club is to acquire proficiency in target shooting, and their
special practice will be every Saturday afternoon. The target range is just
above the village in Willis* pasture, for
200 yards, up by the side of the railroad
track.
Mr. R. L. Kimball is preaching a series
of epecial sermons at the Baptist church.
E. J. Mann is on a two weeks' hunting
trip in the lake region.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Bowker have
started on their annual hunting trip.
W. S. McKenney is clerking for 6. A.
Smith in Mr. Bowker's abeence.
Mr. Carlton P. Dunham has moved his
family into the upstairs rent in the Post
Office Block.
Kev. D. R. Ford is starting a singing
school and has 30 or more pledged to at-

Dr. Charlotte P. Hammond very kindly entertained the grammar and primary
school scholars atTheBeechee last Friday afternoon. Speaking, recitations
and games made up the program, and
the scholars came away with the conviction that they had passed a delightful
afternoon.
The Paris Hill patients at the Central
Maine General Hospital, Dr. M. M.
Houghton and Miss Annie Parris, are
both reported as doing well and making
good recovery.
Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow goes to Boston this week for a vacation of a week
Mrs. Andrews will have charge
or two.
of the poet office during Mrs. Harlow's

absence.
Rev. Alexander Mann, D. D., for the
past two years a summer resident here,
who was recently elected bishop of the
Kpiscopal diocese of Washington, has
after extended consideration declined
the election, feeling that it is better for
him to remain in his present position of
rector of Trinity Church, Boston.

tend.

Mrs. Mary Perham continues in very
poor health, and now has Mrs. Abby
Washburn as nurse.
Mrs. Charles H. Bates returned home a
few days ago.
Mrs. F. S. Furnum, Mrs. L. Π. Emery
and Mrs. Albert Ryder attended the
Maine music festival at Portland last

cessful sale.
Friday, the Ladies' Club held a bargain ana food sale which was successful.
Mrs. Whitcomb, who has been visiting
her friend, Miss Everett, has returned to
her home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson have returned from their wedding tour and are
settled in the Hastings rent in Kimball
Park.
The Thurston Brothers have gone to
Nova Scotia to look after the mining
interests which have been brought to
the notice of Oxford Co. people the past
few monthp. Six of the brothers made
up the party, Y. A. Thurston, M. L.
Thurston, R. B. Thoreton, H. F. Thurand
Ernest
Thurston
Guy
ston,

Oxford UnlverttlUt AModatk».
Hlnister.
A
Th· sixty-foarth annual mmIod of the
Oxford Association of UniTersaliste will
"For many years I have been a •ofbe held at Weat Paria, Wednesday and
catarrh, and bad
Thursday, Oct. 88tb tod 29th, 1008. ferer from ofbronchial like
a cure. Judge
anything
General theme: The Equipment and despaired
of my pleasant surprise when I first used
Effect of Oar Life. Program :
Hyomei, which brought complete relief.
WXDIBSDAT FORENOON.
Hyomei has been a veritable godsend."
10 JO. Call to order.
Rev. H. ▲. Markley. —Rev. Charles Hartley, Sardinia, Ohio.
Prayer,
Festival.
Welcome,
Thousands of catarrh sufferers have
Mr. Walter Tnrner has been serving as
A member of Weat Part· Society.
in despair.
They have tried
Prealdent J. H. Barrow·. given up
Be·ponte,
grand juror at the present session of
and
stomach dosing, snuff, sprays
Appointment ot Session Committee·.
conrt.
Readier of Record·.
douches without success, and now beMr. Beoj. Spanlding has been in BosAnnual Beport of Secretary.
incurable.
to
be
lieve
catarrh
▲annal Report of Treasurer.
ton during the past week visiting friends.
But F. A. Shurtleff & Co., the drugMr. C. H. Prince and wife have been 11Λ0. The Status,
Κβτ. Olnf Tandberg, Ph. D., Berlin, Ν. II.
hold out hope to all distressed.
with their daughter, Mrs. Bert DrumWXDNISDAT AFTERNOON.
hey sell a remedy called Hyomei which
mond, in Waterville, the past week.
Her. M. C, Ward· is
S Λ0. Praise Service,
guaranteed for catarrh, colds, coughs,
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Rawson have spent 2 30. Ad drew
The Layman'· Contribubronchitis, asthma and croup.
tion and Compensation,
a few days with friends in Waterville.
Geo. E. Fogg, Portland,
Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me) is
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Lamb were in AuVice President Maine State Convention. medicated air, fall of the healthy virtnes
first
three
of
the
reburn the
days
week,
3 KM. Address—The Minister's Share,
breathe in
•

SHERMAN,

important!

|

home Wednesday night.
Mrs. C. H. Tuttle will represent the
NeziDscot History Ciub at the Federation in Portland tnls week. Mrs. Arthur

turning

Hall and Mrs. Carrie Spaulding will also
attend the meetings.

Bryant's Pond.

|
|

Prentiss library recently.

rillage.

Rev. C. R. Tenney, Auburn.
Open Parliament.
7 30. Praise service.
8.Ό0. Sermon,
Bev. R. B. Conner, Auburn.
Holy Communion,
Rev. Isabellas. Macduff.
Rev. D eight A. Ball.

her son'·, Gas Andrew·'.

Delivery
with

implicating Mon·.

I

G0MPERS
BY TYPOGRAPHERS* CHIEF

be delivered to any party or by any
Thi· is the decor cet of men."
laration cf Norman E. McPhaii, president of the Typographical union, in a
letter to Willis L. Moore, chief of the
United States weather bureau. Thus
anothc" voice ia added to the rising
protest of union labor against the attempt of Mr. Gompers to "deliver" the
man

vote of free American citizens.
President McPhaii'· letter is aa follows:
"Dear Mr. Moore—Your letter of
Sept. 22 ha· just been received and
read by me, aa I have today returned
from a tour of some of our New England cities for our organization.
"In reply to the question you ask
me, I will state that in my opinion the
vote of organized labor in this country as a body will not and cannot be
delivered to any one party by any one
To allow such a
man or set of men.
thing would be suicidal to the labor
movement of the country.
"Membtrs of labor unions, as citizens, have the right and should carefully consider the platforms and prom-

ises of the different political parties
and should vote as they believe the
broadest and best interests of our
country lie.
"There can be no objection to this
from any source, and it is something
To
<vhich every citizen should do.
claim that any-man or set of men, as

has been blazoned forth in the newspapers, will deliver the vote of organized labor to any party is absurd as
it is en impossibility. Sincertl/ yours,
"NORMAN E. M'PHAIL."

JJTD ADMITTEDLY

THB
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LUTHER TUCKER A SON,
Albany, Ν. Y.
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Price $8 to $15.

Subscription" taken at this office.
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th<
may be, that we offer to furnish
medicine free of all cost if we fail.
It is worst than useless to attempt t(
cure constipation with cathartic drugs
Laxatives or cathartics do much harm
cause a reaction, irritate and weak

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

They

the Jbowels and make conatipatioi
chronic.
Besides, their use be
is dangerous anc
a habit that
often fatal.
Constipation is caused by weakness ol
the nerves and muscles of the large in
To expeel
testine or descending colon.
a cure you must tborefore tone up anc
strengthen those organs and restor<
them to healthier activity.
The discovery of the active principli
of our remedy evolved the labor of tlx
Il
world's greatest research chemists.
tb( 1
possesses all the best qualities of
best
of
the
remedial active principle
known intestinal tonics, and it is partie
ularly prompt in its results.
We want you to try Rexall Orderliei
more
comes

our guarantee. They are exceedingly
pleasant to take and are ideal for chil

dren.
They act directly on the nervei
and muscles of the bowels.
They hav<
a neutral action on other organs 01
glands. They do not purge or cause an]
inconvenience whatever. They will posi
lively cure chronic or habitual constipa
tion and the myriads of associate or de
pendent chronic ailments. Try Rexal
F. A. Shurtlef
Orderlies at our riek.
A Co., South Paris, Maine.

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors

in the District Court of the United States foi
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
FRANK W. NOYK8,
of Norway, Bankrupt. ;
W.
Noyes, in tin
To the creditors of Frank
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
10th day ol
on
the
that
Notice Is hereby given
Oct., A. D. 1906, the said Frank W. Noyes wai
the lire
that
and
duly adjudkatod bankrupt,
meeting of bin creditors will be held at the ofllu
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. Soutl
Paris, on the'Mb day of Oct., A. l>. 1!W, at li
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the sab
a editors may attend, prove their claims, ap
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt an<
transact such other business as may properl;
come befure said meeting.
South Paris, Maine. Oct. 10, 1908.

{

1st

fcOA

the

Cocoa beans grow in
pods on the trunk
and limbs of a delicate

They

tropical tree.

contain six
times more food val·
,ue than beef.
We
cost

the

use

beans that

grown and

nothing
·'

highest

in

are

there
our

but cocoa,

Is

cocoa
*

That is why it is
the most delicious of
cocoas.

τη wait·· a. lomrn m.

Itt

fund and to send their contributions
to his personal uewspaper office the
New York Suu caustically asks Its
NOTICE.
readers to Imagine If they can "James
In the District Court of the Unit*! State· for the
Buchanan or Stephen A. Douglas or
DlMrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
John C. Breckinridge or General Mc- In the matter of
)
ALMON L. POLAND,
Genor
} In Bankruptcy,
or
Horatio
Clellan
Seymour
of Hartford, Bankrupt. )
Democratic
eral Hancock or any other
To the creditor* of Almon L. Poland, In the
candidate for the presidency save and County of Oxford and dlatrlct aforesaid :
Notice 1« hereby riven that on the 10th day of
except William Jennings Bryan de- Oct., A. D. 1906, tne said Almon L. Poland
manding money from the farmers of waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the β rut
meeting of hla creditor· will be held at the office
the United States in order to put him of the Referee, No. 8 Market
Square, South Pari·,
on the Mth day of Oct., A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock
In the White House?'
In the forenoon, at which time the aald creditor*
may attend, prove their claim·, appoint a
Economic betterment, not partisan t rua tee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
•uch other butine·· aa may properly come beof
la
the
true
organ- fore said
purpose
politics,
meeting.
ised labor. Mr. Gompers has bécom· a
South Parla, Oct. 10,1908.
WALTEB L. OBAT.
m lain dor
la Bftakraptoy.

to

$20.

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

en

on

Kuppenheimer's

Suits.

Price $10

We are so positive that we can curi
constipation, no matter how chronic i

must he constitution.·)!, and then it
tnust be of such a nature that It will
not lead to disorder and riot, but will
conserve the best Interests of the people at large and not be drawn In the
Interest of either capital or labor, but
for thé good and protection of all.

Imagine

Winter Wear

will be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody interested in any way in country I i/o to
•end for them. Address the publishers :

judiciary

In commenting ou the appeal made
by Mr. Bryan to the farmers asking
them to contribute to his campaign

For Fall and

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cents.

During th<Fifty-ninth con

were

Senior Clothes

RAISSPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
ERS OF LARGER CLl'RS.

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee tn Bankruptcy.

and
committee,
hearing-*
were accorded and considered. It was
found, however, that the labor inter
eats of the country could uot agree
upon any one bill and that different
labor leaders were opposed to one or
the other bills under consideration.
Again, daring the first session of the
Sixtieth congress the judiciary committee of the bouse gave more time
and attention to the various bills presented, but it was found that no bill
could be introduced that would be satisfactory to all the labor interests and
no bill upon which all members of congress could agree. This so called antiinjunction legislation is by no means a
partisan matter, and so far neither
Democrats nor Republlca&s have been
able to agree among themselves to a
bill that would seem to satisfy all concerned. There Is no doubt, however,
that In the near future some bill will
be enacted Into law, and when It Is it
will be found that It will provide protection for not only labor and capital,
First It
but for the public as well.

Norway, Maine.

of

to

congress*»*.

the

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

Slagl· Subscription, $1.60 {
Two SnbMriptloBS, $2.60;
Five Subscript'.on·, $6.60.

ered in committee du rim; both sessions
of the Fifty-nlntli and first session of
of

at

Why not start an account now with this Bank
by depositing your apple and corn checks ?

WHO WISH TO
KEEP VP WITH THE TIKES.

to Conserve Inof All the People.
Various Injunction bills wjre consiJ

session

settlement is not

a

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

terest*

Sixtieth

hand.

INDISPENSABLE TO

Republican Party Aim·

the

concluding

for

change

the
Every deportment written by specialists,
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
in qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

LABOR LEGISLATION.

flrst

on

His bills paid by check are not only a valid
but also a convenience in the home
transact'ons where very often the necessary

1831

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaptr,

an

receipt

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

The possessor of such
having his money

Bank.

his person or about his home where it is in
danger of fire and thieves.

You
of the mountain piaee.
the delightful antiseptic air, and as It

WOBK IS FLORIDA THIS WINTER.
We want applications for position· In Floridi
■luring season 1908-01). Fare both way· to thosi
The
accepted. Write to day enclosing stamp
42 4,'
Spjarborn Co., Jacksonville, Fia.

good

a

account avoids the risk of

passes over the infhmed and germ ridden membrane, it allays the inflammation, kills the germs, and drives out the
disease.
THURSDAT FORENOON.
A complete Uyoruei outfit, including
Conference,
a bard rubber inhaler, costs but 91.00,
Rev. J. H. Little, Si^pth Paris. and an extra bottle of
Hyomei, if afterBusiness: Reports of Committees.
wards needed, costs but 50 cents. See
Election of Officers, Reports of
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. about it to-day.
Parishes, New Business.
Address—The Women's Becord and
Plan, Mrs. Ε. H. Chapln, Rockland.
HKLP WANTED.
Sunday School Parliament.

8.-30.

a|

labor.

confined to the Rural Free
of mail and the Telephone. There is
another convenience which all Farmers should
have—and many do have—a checking account
not alone

are

—

Mrs. Hannah A. Irish, widow of the 9 KM.
late Aaron M. Irish, passed away at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Julia Davis, 11.00.
Oct. 12th. Mrs. Irish has been in failing
Thurston.
midhealth for eeveral years, and has been 11 JO.
The students have been taking
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
term examinations.
kindly cared for by her daughter. She
130. Praise Service, Mr. E. C. Park, Bethel.
was 84 years of age, one of our oldest
Bev. Η. H. Hoyt, State Supt.
2:00.
MIDDLE INTEKVAI.K.
residents. Six children survive her, one 2:45. Address,
Sermon—Marching Orders,
Sanin
old
W.
has
the
Colorado.
Rev.
E.
Stevens
Webber, Llvermore Falls.
living
Carey
bought
Ladurna Perham of South Windham 3:13. Closing Service.
born barn and is moving it with the inThe U.C. B. R. (Rangeley Division)
teution of using it to build a large ben is visiting friends and relatives here.
A special town meeting has been call- will sell roand trip tickets to Mechanic
Mr. Stevens is a
house next spring.
ed Friday, Oct. 23, for the purpose of Fails at one fare and a third. The Q. T.
hustler and one of our best men.
We have cold nights so water freezes, voting on the bequest of Mrs. Eleanor Ry. will sell special tickets from all
Whitman in regard to a public library. atationa between Lewlaton and Berlin,
and beautiful days.
Herbert Downs called on relatives It is said that parties are ready to give a Ν. H.
here a short time ago. He lived a short lot for the library building if the town
Union Conference.
time here with his aunt, Mrs. J. L. accepts the provisions made by Mrs.
The seventy-third semi-annual session
Oliver, but now he is in business at Whitman.
The Royal Comedy Co. will entertain of the Union Conference of CongregaLocke's Mills.
Ellen P. Kimball has returned from the people Thursday evening, Oct. 22, at tional Churches will be held with the
church at Fryebarg, Wednesday and
her extended visit among relatives and tho opera bouse.
She found
Alton Bacon is grading up the lot Thursday, Oct. 28 and 29.
Program as
friends in Massachusetts.
Newton Center to be the garden of Bos- around his building and will move bis follows:
WIDNESDAY FORENOON, OCTOBER 28.
teu.
family soon from the A. P. Bowker
11 .Ό0. Devotional Meeting.
State missionary Rev. E. A. Davis has place.
Business.
been holding special meetings hero for
Nearly five thousand dollars has been 1140.
12 KM. Intermission and dinner.
subscribed for the new hotel, about oneone week.
AFTERNOON.
half of Its estimated cost. Circulars
Rev. Charles Harbutt.
130. Maine Missions,
West Bethel.
and subscription blanks have been sent 2:00. What can we do with and for our Midto different communities with the hope
week Service?
"By the birds that southward fly,
Principal B. C. Clark.
By the brook that hurries by,
that many of our summer visitors would 230. General Discussion.
By the threatening whlppoorwlll
KVKNINO.
take shares and assist in making the
Sounding note that bodeth 111,
7 .-00. Praise and Prayer Service.
Bv the quail's familiar call
Rcbeme a certainty.
7:30. Address: A Neglected Commandment,
We note the coming of tie fall."
Bev. H.W. Holbert, D. D.,
South Rumford.
Pastor of the High Street Church, Portland.
minutes each.
addresses—live
Three
8
30
"I have walked through Irilf the country,
Royal A. Clement of Franklin Annex
(1) The Leadership of the Pulpit In
But there's nothln' I have foun'
had a shock Monday night, Oct. 12th,
Worship.
and
restful
nocomforttn'
Quite
and only lived an hour. He was about
(2) Worship Through the Organ and
Ae the wqods a-turnlD* brown.
Choir.
I've grown old within their shadow,
72 years old, and leaves a wife who was
(3) How Can the Spirit of True Worship
Old. and purty nigh a* gray,
Annie Parley, from Ireland, and two
be Cultivated?
But there's nothing that lknow of
small children and six grown up chil- 8:45. Sweet Hour of Prayer, led by the Choir.
That's a* dear to me as they."
THCRSDAT MORNING.
who
Funerare
from
home.
dren,
away
Warm and pleasant October days.
9.Ό0. Praise and Prayer.
held at his late home
Crops were harvested this year in âne al services were
What can our Young People Do to
9
30.
Wednesday at 2 p. m. Mrs. Clement's
condition.
Honor and Strengthen the Church
sister and her husband, and another
of Christ?
Eggs are 30 cents per dozen this week,
Bev. Β W. Brotherston, North Conway, Ν. II.
brother-in-law, from Boston came to at- 10:00.
and dairy butter 30 cents per pound.
General Discussion.
10:30. Foreign Missions.
Edgar R. Briggs is visiting his sisters tend the funeral.
KM. What Special Truth of our Lord
111
and brother in South Paris and Norway.
Hiram.
should be emphasized Most In our
The time draweth near when President
Modern Preaching?
Mr. Frank Bolton of Portland and Mr.
William ΙΠ will be elected by the votere
Rev. S. T. Livingston.
were in 1130. Discussion.
of
John
F.
Raymond
Hodgkins
of the United States.
12 KM. Intermission and Dinner.
this
week.
town
visited
wife
were
and
Hazen B. Lowell
AFTERNOON.
On October 13 the thermometer indilast week by their uncle, Henry H.
cated 10 above zero, and on the 15th 72 130. Unfinished Business.
Lowell, of Rockland, Mass.
2KM. Conference Sermon, Rev. F. H. Reeved,
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown is having an ell above.
Communion Service.
The Universaliet Circle was held on
3 KM. Adjournment.
attached to her bouse, which will give
and
at
afternoon
evening
her much additional room when com- Thursday
Orange Hall.
pleted.
REBUKED
remains MR.
Mrs.
A.
Wadsworth
Jennie
There is still a scarcity of water In
brooks and welle, and rain is much very feeble.
Mr. Owen 0. Dow, a graduate of the
needed to fill the parched earth.
in Porte
Misses Mina Tyler and Grace Farwell University of Maine, is teaching
have employmont in the Djnoison store, Rico, in a school with four other Ameri· Norman E. McPhaii Declare· Union
Labor'a Vote Cannot Be "Delivered"
and both are assistants in the post office. cay teachers.
Mrs. Julia A. Sanborn of Sanbornville,
Mrs. Mary Lowell returned home from
by Any Man or Set of Men.
Daniel
South Paris Wednesday, where she has Ν. II., visited her brother, Mr.
this
week.
beon visiting her daughter, Mrs. Siduey W. Pierce,
"The vote of organized labor as a
B. Murch and children,
Mrs.
Barry, and her sister, Mrs. Sarah Leach. Morris Harry
are
body will not, ahould not and cannot
of
and

*

The Farmer's Conveniences

Çiate,

Greenwood.
For Vice-President,
Not much visiting about here the past
week. The other day Scott Merrill of
S.
Norway and his brother-in-law, Dannie
of New York.
Bryant, called here, having just started
out on a deer hunt, although it proved
rather a ihar hunt, having secured nothComing; Evente.
ing material for their day's tramp. week.
Mrs. F. S. Farnuru goes to Rumford
Only one more has been shot jn town so
of
Congregational far as
Oct. 43-9.—Union Conference
known, and then Royal Martin Center this week with millinery.
Churches. Fryeburç.
Mrs. Clara Ridlon is at Berlin, -Ν. H.,
Size nor sex not yet
Oct. 28-3— Annnul meeting of Oxford Association was the lucky man.
with her daughter, Mrs. L. H. Penley.
of Unlvereallete, West Parle.
reported.
Oct 29-31—Maine Teachers' Association, PortMr. John Bryant, who has been spendWesley Ring and our managing diland.
Mrs.
rector are grading round the new half ing the summer with bis daughter,
NKW ADVEKTISKMKNTS.
of the school house at Locke's Mills. W. H. Emery, has gone to the Soldiers'
this winter.
Let us hope the finishing touch will soon Home at Togus to remain
Mrs. Marietta Fuller is now so far reOochI St vie.
be put on, and also on the town farm
Kail and'Winter Drees Goods.
covered from her fractured hip that she
house.
You Should Clothe the Boye Well.
A recent letter from Darius 0. Davis is about the house in a wheel chair
The Farmer's Convenience·.
Senior Clothes.
of Minnesota gives a brief account of although she cannot walk much yet.
Confidence.
Mr. George W.
Ridlon, who was
what the season and crops have been out
A Surprised Minister.
there. He says the most of the time severely injured four weeks ago by bein?
We Don't Gues·
until the middle of June, they were thrown backwards from a cart, has had
Help Wanted
2 Notice· of Bankruptcy
the same as under water, when it quite a time with pleurisy and pain
about
Flannelette Night Robes.
cleared off, and since then it has been where it is thought several ribs were
streets
uearly as dry as it was wet before. But fractured, but is now about our
Senator Hale.
after all their crops were good and com- and gaining every day.
of
I
The recent death of Senator Allison
manding a good price. Mr. Davis says
Iowa leaves vacant the most
Mexico.
hit* b'dy is still in Osakie but his mind
the
senate—that
in
committee position
is still down in Maine, and here he inMexico has been progressing during
on
the
committee
of
chairman
of
approtends to make his home some time. He the last six months. The Mexico Water
priations—and according to all precedent
further that forest fires have done Co. has completed its water system.
Senator Eugene Hale of Maine will suc- says
considerable damage in the northern Thompson II ill Brook has been made
ceed to that position. Senator Hale has
part of the state, but did not reach so the main source from which to obtain a
long been one of the powers in the far south as his place, which is not far
supply of water, and several springe with
senate, and this advancement will give from the ccnter of the state.
small brooks runniug from them have
him an even more commanding position
illustrated
an
sent
us
Some one has
been diverted from original courses to
than that which he has before held.
HowContentment,
card
entitled
the reservoir, which it is confidently beCamp
Senator Hale, when his present term
ard's Lake, Hanover, Maine, which con- lieved will at all timeB furnish sufficient
in the senate expires in 1911, will have
tains rather an interesting picture of water to supply the necessities of the
represented Maine In that body for thirty camp life. The writer's initials are community under all probable condiin
the
senate
is
now
There
only
years.
M. W. E. and says "I have just read tions. Tested many times to learn what
one member whose service is longer than
in the Democrat, and am inter- might be done, a few days ago it was
hi·. Long and efficient public service- your trip
ested to know what became of your tested when a real call for it was made.
he has been in that service most of his
much better half." In reply will say, I Fire was discovered around the chimney
life—has made him particularly valuable
alarm
An
left her at Locke's Mills, where she re- in George Wills' house.
own
and
to
his
the
both to
country
mained for more than a week ifter my brought the department to the scene of
state. Always thoroughly Republican,
return home. She lived there more than the fire in a very short time, and a
he has a good degree of conservatism in
a year away back in her girlhood and
stream through a two-inch nozzle did
hi· make-up, and has never failed to
effective service and would have been
still remembers the place.
have the courage of his convictions, and
Away up in the pasture, on the hill the only stream needed, but a second
say and do what he believed to be right. stands a
big, wide spreading oak, and ! section of the "boys" reached in with a
It has for a long time been Maine's
the other day on visiting it found the stream from another hydrant, and the
•ettled policy to keep able and experihad been cutting off the two made quick work in extinguishing
enced public servants in both houses of hedgehogs
limbs to the amount of nearly a wheel- the blaze. We feel that our fire system
In accongress as long as possible.
barrow load, some of which are one-half | is an excellent one.
cordance with that policy, there is no
Electric lights have been placed on
inch in diameter.
of
Senator
at
the expiration
Leon,
doubt that
Steep Palls,
Main Street from Swift River to Ridlonwill
he
be
East Sumner.
term
two
Hale's
visiting Eli C. Wadsworth's family.
years hence,
Peru.
ville, on the Roxbury road and Harlow
N.
is making extenMr.
Rufus
Lowell
Senator
returned for another term.
Mrs. Orra Bumpus of South Paris,
Mr. George Conant and wife, Grace I Π ill road, with a partial setting on the
sive improvements on his house.
William P. Frye, whose period of service
their wedding re- Stearns Purchase and Whitman Annex. Mrs. Fannie Record and her daughter,
Packard
Conant,
gave
in the senate is only a few days less than
200,000 cans of sweet corn were can'
Wednesday evening, Oct. 7th, at We bave put a concrete sidewalk from Mrs. Carrie Kimball, of Boston, were at ned at the corn shop.
that of Senator Hale, has four years of ception
Hall at Peru. There was
the Kiddor house to the toll bridge at East Sumner a day or two last week callKockemeka
his present term yet to serve, so that
of friends and relatives to Ridlonville, a distance of nearly three ing on old acquaintances. Mrs. Record
Hebron.
there seems no chance for doubt that for good company
the young couple and wish hundred rods. We have also widened and Mrs. Kimball have spent several wincongratulate
Mrs. Dudley, who has beeu visiting at
•ome years to come at least Maine will
has
Mrs.
Kimball
in
where
ters
Cuba
life.
wedded
! them many years of happy
the road from Swift River to a point opMrs. J. P. Moody's, returned to Norway
hold the most commanding position of
The eveniug was spent with music and posite the Congregational church, and been in trade. It is intensely interestThursday.
of
any state in the United States Senate.
to
to
lieten
their
servdescription
were
on
the
ing
and
Peanuts
rode
the
corner
from
for fifteen
candy
dancing.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rowe and son ol
Cuban life and queer habits of the
ed for refreshments. Mr. and Mrs. Co- Roxbury road.
Here and There.
natives. It is a land of fruits and flow- Minot Corner spent Sunday with Miss
E.
eon
Harmon
of
nant were the recipient of many useful
Eastman,
Arbury
Qrace Bumpus.
and Mary (Pbilbrick) Eastman, died at ers with a fioe sunny climate, but the
and beautiful presents as follows:
Mrs. Cbas. Sawyer of Peabody, Mass.,
About this time look out for roornative residents with regard to modern
A very beautiful dinner set from Rockemcka | his residence at Rumford the 9th inst.,
is visiting her cousin, Miss Tripp.
backs. It is an old game, but it some- Grange and friends.
about 64 years. Ile was a valiant improvements are a century behind the
aged
Mrs. J. C. Donbam is in Livermore
A china berry dish from E. L. Torrey and sistimes has an effect. Auy startling piece
soldier during the Rebellion, being a times. However, the island is being de,,
American industries yearly, for a few days.
of political news, or surprising discov- ter.
Glass cake p!ate from Mr. and Mrs Howard | member of the Fifth Maine Battery. veloped by
There
was an all day meeting of HeOne can live with
ery regarding Mr. Taft especially, should Turner.
After serving a full enlistment he re- yet at a slow rate.
bron Grange Wednesday.
A gHes cake plate from Mrs. Edmund Pack·
and
abundant
as
fruits
are
not be given full credit during the next
little
labor
bis
and
remained
to
old
home
turned
Preparations are being made for the
of nice luscious
two weeks, unless backed up by con- aril.
Think
China pitcher from Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kid- until the great exodus of Mormons from very cheap.
Ba- annual harvest home festival.
vincing evidence. A lie well started c.in der.
Mexico to Utah. Having married Mise oranges at 25 cents per hundred.
Mrs. Maria Ricker haa been visiting
plteher from Mrs. V. R. Holuian.
generally manage to keep a little ahead Glass
whose mother was the wife of nanas at about the same price or even
Glass water set from Mr. W. C. Porter and Twombly,
of the truth for a few days, perhaps till
lower.
Cocoanute for the picking. relatives in this vicinity.
Morleader
of
the
a
Eastman,
George
Many farmers have already shipped
election day, before it is overtaken. We
Ulut water set, a salt and pepper shake, three mons, who were quite numeroue in this Plantains, which take the place of meats,
Also grape their apples. The crop is not large but
say "regarding Mr. Taft especially," not chiua pitchers, one earthen pltcuer, platter, ber- vicinity, he became one of the party at extremely low prioes.
the size of the fruit is much better than
because it is impossible that the oppo- ry disn anil cake plate. from Mr. and Mrs. D. II.
going to Utah. He never affiliated with fruit and nuts and many tropical fruita laat year.
Casket of silverware
nents
of any of the other candidates Conant an sister, Dais ν M.
Spaniah ia *
located in incident to the country.
the Mormon eect, finally
Miss Grace Bumpus is taking some
Pair of towe's from Linus Llbby and sister
is
shoald be guilty of such a trick, but beWyoming and became a merchant and mostly spoken yet the English tongue
cause we know from history that the Rose.
the colonists. The Yao Un· photographe of various buildingi
heard
often
who
by
leaves
two
sons
was
He
successful.
Mrs.
P.
Cooll
Towel from Mr. and
Içe.
-era for post cards.
Hepublican candidate is a favorite object Towel from Mr. and Mrs. II. Coollage.
are in Utah.
Hie mother survlvee him, kee is no stranger to the country and ta
The football came here Saturday, the
White spread from Mr. and Mrs. ti. T. Porter.
of this method of attack; also because
also
one brother, four sisters, and a the chief factor in any industrial enterHeRuj; from Mrs. S 3. White.
Mr. Taft is so much in the lead at the
carried on. On the whole, Cuba loth, between Bowdoin second and
One-half dozen linen napkins from Miss M. P. widow, he having married a second wife prise
bron scored 23 to 0 in favor of Hebron.
present stage of the campaign that he ie Porter.
laetJune. He was in the west some has its attractive features and like all old
Sliver butter dl-ih from Mrs. W. H. Seaver of
not so desirable.
the candidate particularly likely to enDenmark.
thirty years. Two years ago he return- places has some features
Mass
counter this form of campaign argument West SouiervlUe,
Climatic conditions are good and alChina cracker jar from Mr. Wm H. .Seaver, ed to Rumford, and in convereation with
Mr. I. H. Berry is attending court al
trade
in
a
the
during the next two weeks.
Mass.
Weet
region
tropical
Somervllle,
the writer eaid "Maine is a good enough though
Jr., of
Glass butter dish, spoon holder, and sugar
the heat Paris.
place for me and I have returned to winds and sea breezes temper
Mr. Perley Bradbury and wife are in
bowl from Sirs. Ediuuml Packard.
May be Unanimous for Swaeey.
so that one experiences little discomfort.
stay."
Denmark for the winter.
Mr. S. A. Getchell has been up to I
The Democrats, it is understood, will
Oct. 4th occurred the death of Mrs. To talk with one that has resided there
Mrs. Lacy Pingree is reported quite
make no nomination for Representative Rangeley to look for a lumber job for Ann K. Bean at the home of her brother, is indeed interesting, especially if they
to Congress in the Second District for this winter.
hsve graphic and intelligent facility of eick.
remains
were
takBean.
The
E.
Henry
Mr. A. W. Belcher i> visiting his brothMr. and Mrs. U. S. Lunt and family
the short term. According to good auexpression.
en to East Bethel for interment.
er in New York City,
also friends in
thority, the district committee was have moved to Livermore Falls.
Cyrus B. Heald has bought a stand in
Charles Mills, an excellent young man
and Lawrence, Mass.
Canton village, near the residence of Dr. Boston
willing to call a convention if Mr. McMexico
of
who
been
a
resident
bad
West Lovell.
The Farwell Brothers (rave a very
Oillicuddy, who ww their candidate for
died recently at the home Coolidge, and will soon remove thereto.
several
Mies Evelyn Lord is at Will Fox's of his years,
the full term, would accept the nominaRev. S. C. Eaton returned from a trip pleasing entertainment in Odd Fellows1
at Tracy Station, Ν. B.
parents
Hall
Tuesday evening, consisting of
he while he and wife are at G. W. Audrewe' He was at the Hebron Sanatorium for to Bangor on Wednesday.
tion. But Mr. McGillicuddy said
illustrated songs.
Frank Chase and wife of Buckfield moving pictures and
thought Mr. Swasey was entitled to upper cottage entertaining guests from treatment several months. His wife and
the snort terra, and declined to be con- Boston.
house for Lester E. Robinson while They furnish their own electric lights
at
kept
were
with
him
Station.
daughter
Tracy
from their auto in which thev travel
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Sawyer are at He
sidered as a candidate.
leaves a brother Arthur, now a resi- the latter attended court as juryman
through the country. Don't fail to see
last wpftk
It is therefore entirely probable that their cottage for a couple of weeks.
dent of Mexico.
Miss Aristeen Lord has been with her
the Republican convention which meets
S. C. Heald and wife were at South them.
John L. Howard's new Opera Ilouee is
Mr. Sydney Smith is at home on a
at Lewiston City Hall Thursday after- aunt, Marietta Fox, for a few days.
Parie two or tlireo days last week and
so far along toward completion that a
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Stearns and
Hon.
John P.
nominate
noon will
dedication ball was held in it laet Mon- were the guests of A. D. Park and wife.
Swasey, and that he will receive practi- family visited at A. K. Lord's Sunday.
Married, at the residence of the bride's
North Waterford.
day night.
cally a unanimous election on the 3d of
aunt, (Mrs. Rebecca Russell), at East
East Waterford.
Walker Nason shot a deer.
November.
Sumner, by Rev. S. C. Eaton, on Wed>vesi csucKiieiu.
Mrs. Geo. Hobson, who was quite siok
L. E. Mclntire probably bad the best
Oct. 14, Miss Georgia Luetta
C. B. Harlow of Woodstock and two nesday,
John's Letter.
Irish of Sumner, and Mr. Charles Nor- last week, is better.
piece of yellow corn in this vicinity.
and Ilortense, were at
Linwood Flint and Chandler Merrill
From two acres be picked 2"!> bushels daughters, Marion
The bride was
man Bell of Poland.
We accepted an invitation to a "houseof No. 1 corn on the ear, besides con- S. E. Briggs* Saturday and Sunday.
lier brother, Allie Lr Irish, attended the Topeham fair with the Flint
warming" on Saturday evening, the 10th. siderable that went into tho silo with
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Foster went to psesented by
and the single ring service was used. animal show.
The house to be "warmed" is the propWoodstock Saturday.
Mrs. Merrill and daughter are visiting
the stalks.
On Thursday A. M. following the happy
relaLevi
Turner
has
been
erty of Ε. E. Conant, one of our selectvisiting
her parents at Lovell.
G. A. Miller is having a serious time
couple started on a trip to New Brunsmen.
The bouse was built the present
tives
here.
John Lord shot an animal in his doorwith an abscess on bis thumb, requiring
wick where the groom bas relatives.
and was lately completed. I
season
James G. Richards bas gone to Wilton
that they called a wild cat. He
the daily attendance of his physician.
yard
in
the
ia
a
farm
doubt if there
building
was there after a hen.
Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Lottie Berwick of Twin Mount- to work with his team.
atate of Maine that can compare with it,
Miss Ethel Pearson has gone to MexInez Flint from Lynn Is here at her
X. H., with her little daughter, is
Mr. A. W. Bryant and Azel Bryant are
and it might enter into competition with ain,
ico.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sidney S. Hall.
for Payson Rich at eilbertville. home on a visit.
working
the beat in cities.
Mr. and Mrs Leslie Cummings went to
Mrs. Charles York and daughter visitMrs. B.~ G. Mclntire is at Norway for
Prank Purington has moved into Ruth
"Water faucet· In the kitchen, hot or col·I, jou
South Paris recently.
ed at Leslie Hobeon's Sunday.
two days.
take your choice;
rent, having sold his place to
Young's
is
William
Dunn
at
Addison
visiting
Mrs. Lois Llttlefield is visiting her
Mrs. J. E. Mclntire continues to imTéléphoné In han<ly waltln' If you like to try
Alpbonzo Cole.
Packard's.
your voice."
prove, being able to sit up a part of the
Mr. Prank Bennett has moved back to son J ess.
Mrs.
Arthur
is
here
on
a
who
Elwood,
Tbe heating of the house ia from below, time.
his old home across the railroad.
West Hartford.
visit, is quite sick.
in a cellar that is a specimen of what a
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Bryant and
Brownfield.
East
Aunt Mary Bard celebrated her 01st
Not a room above
cellar should be.
Mrs. Harriet Herrick went to Boston
Albany.
that is not perfection. Summer weather
Mr. Brice Pease of Berwick is at Mr.
birthday last Monday. Her relatives
Monday on the excursion.
her
It seems the line storm forgot to put
caa be had the year round in spite of the J. E. Clement's supervising the erection
Mrs. A. W. Bryant, Abbie Traek and came in the forenoon and brought
in an appearance in this part of the state
In the aftersome valuable presents.
weather department, and the opportunity of a windmill.
Lola Poster were at Camp Echo Wednesnoon the neighbors came and brought
of going in swimming day or night, sumNearly one hundred people were pleas- at least this year.
day.
The selectmen were at the town house
her tokens of kind remembrance. The
mer or winter, in that big porcelain bath- antly entertained at the home of Mr.
Mr. L. C. Traek is on the sick list.
tub up along. The railing to the stair- Walter Bickford Saturday evening, Oct. the 14th.
Mrs. Clara Brown and daughter Alice old lady is very smart, and is as wide
Eben Barker and Arthur Andrews re- went to
awake as a girl of 18. When the guests
way attracted much attention. It is of 10.
Norway Thursday.
them goodDr. W. G. Stickney of Beverly, Mass., cently shot a deer in North Albany.
mahogany, and was worked out by a
Alice Parrington and Mrs. Dana Grant went away she started to bid
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Erlckson gave an went to Bethel
Mr. Tate of Portland, and is a triumph came by automobile to spend Sunday
by when she tripped her foot against the
Thursday.
entertainment
at
the
town
flat
on
the floor.
house
chair
and
fell
Thursof skill and a thing of beauty.
at his old home here.
rocking
She soon scrabbled up and when they
But the most attractive part of the
Eddie Walker, who was gaining, is day evening, Oct. 15th.
Norway Lake.
Mrs. Viola Dunham and two sons have
if she was badly hurt, "No,"
establishment to roe was Everett's wife now not so well.
Mr. and Mrs. George Proet went to asked her
and be has mure reason to feel pleased,
At the moving picture show at Brad- returned to Bethel.
Boston on the excursion. They spent says she, "not a mite, I only bumped
Mrs. Wallace E. Cummings has remy nose a little. 1 ought to have been
yea, proud of his poHsesaion there than bury Hall last week it was well worth
the week in Boston and vicinity.
in all else beside. A better job than tbe the price of admission to eee electric turned from Lewiston where she has
Miss Iva Kilgore has gone to Norway more careful."
been for treatment.
The labeling of corn at the corn shop
carpenter did. What?
lights in this village.
to stop a while.
the young
A goodly company from far and near
The William Leavitts of Fortland
Mr. and Mrs. David Plood went to Is drawing to a close. So
and from about midway gathered In to spent Oct. 11 at their cottage, CloverBrowofield.
Bolster's Mills the 13th to visit Mr. and ladies bad better improve the time to
wave their bands at the train men.
Cake and ice cream crest.
warm up things.
The Universallst Circle harvest sup- Mrs. Colby Prost.
appeared upon the scene at the proper
Mr. and Mrs. Lncius I. Bartlett called
per, which was held in the Town Hall
Paris.
North
as
such
Maine News Notes.
and
then disappeared
time,
Oct. 13, was a success in every way. on friends here the 14th.
H. W. Dunham and wife visited his
things will.
Moses Grover of Bethel called on
to eat and a good numEverything
good
The electric road between Lewiaton
J. G. Spaulding of Greater New York brother at Waterville last week.
friends here recently.
ber to eat it.
Mrs. Leroy Abbott visited her parents
has been spending a few days at the
Mrs. Nellie Jordan and her sister, and Augusta is now open, and cars are
A series of union meetings for men
on an hourly sobednle, taking
home of H. O. Irish. Get down there at Sanford last week.
)nly are to commeDce Oot. 18th at the Mrs. J. S. Smith, of Chester, Ν. H., running
two hour· for the trip.
Mr. Watson, a classmate of Leroy
nearly every day to busk out yellow
church.
Rev.
S. M. spent last week in Waterford.
Congregational
oorn of which he has a large lot of good Abbott at
Hebron, visited bim last A.lbaran and Rev. A. M. Smith are to be
The eighth annual ahow of the Maine
quality, but it cramps these old fingers week.
North Stoneham.
the speakers.
State Poultry Association will be held at
Subject, Christian Citimoved
to
to
that
than
Wm.
Richardson
but
better
Somerville,
nothing
radly;
Mrs. Kate Carver from Denmark has Portland, Dec. 29, 30, 31, '08, aod Jan. 1,
zenship.
do. Better a little finger-pain than a Mass., last week.
Oct. 11, Rev. Mr. Hayte of Newfield bought the farm where Η. B. McKeen '00.
Deacon Dunham, who has been quite
"brain storm."
occupied the pulpit in the Congrega- lives of J. Bartlett and ib moving on to
The Independence Party will have a
The minatrels are oe the way and will sick, ia now able to be out and work tional church.
ι the place.
on the Maine ballot in the coming
artive at Nezinscot Hall some time in some.
Mr. Thurston of Lynn, Mass., was in
J. C. Sawyer shot a big back deer place
election
of president, a petition with
the
occasion.
all
"corked"
for
November
town recently.
Thursday.
1035 signatures, 35 more than the reOne of the leading ladies asked me to
Mrs. Jennie Colby, formerly of DenΗ. E. Parr from Portland with two
Mr. and Mra. Will Grover and littie
lend a hand or tongue. Said I needn't
quired number, having been presented
son of Lovell called on friends in this nark, now of Portland, visited at J. L. ladies and a man from Caico have been
■mut myself. I don't think that would
juat in time.
Prink's.
Adam·
the
old
at
here.
place.
camping
place
be necessary.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Randall
A second arrest has been made in the
Mrs. A. D. Littlehale has been quite
During the high wind Priday, Oct.
Another troupe of players are on the
is very sick. Dr. Marston is in at- 2d, part of the barn at the Shirley place case of the murder of James Soott, who
sick for two or three weeks.
way to the same place in the n*ar future.
was blown down.
Mrs. Hulda Perkins and son Herbert tendance.
disappeared laat fall, and whose remains
When the local talent of Buckfield gets
Dr. and Mrs. Pitch are still in Sebago.
Mrs. Wm. Adams has been qnite sick, were found this summer at the Whitteof South Paris visited at Β. K. Dow's
It has
a move on it draws and satisfies.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
S.
are
Linscott
more farm near Livermore Falls.
The
and A. D. Littlehale's recently.
spend- needing the care of a physician.
always been so from away back. We
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton visited second man arrested is Paskal Llgorasi,
Mr. Albert Littlehale of Durham, ng their vacation among friends in
from
for
we
have
come
know,
away Ν.
friends in Norway and Waterford last a Syrian, who was Indicted at the same
H., son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Little- Massachusetts.
John.
back.
time as George Mone, now under arrest.
Gladys Boynton, who has been quite week.
hale, was married to Miss Alice Willey
1
is
Mrs. Elden Andrews of Stow came Ligoraai was found In Taunton, Mas·.,
tick, oonvaleacent.
The International and Great Northern of Durham, Oct. 7.
Walter
a
of
former
student
of Brookllne,
Eastman,
across the monntain Friday and stayed ! and brought back to Lewiston laat week.
Prentiss Cummings
Paper Cos. are now endeavoring to run
1 be
high school, is visiting friends in the all night at John Adams1 on her waj to It la aald that he haa mad· a confession
their mills in this state with non-union Mass., and two ladies called at the

JAMES

Surprised

PnfMWit

Mr. tod lin. Benj. Hodgdon of Botton, who have been ν lilting at C. M.
Irish's recently, have returned to their
home. Mr. Hodgdon is a brother of Mrs.
Irish.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Irish were in Portland the first of the week and attended
some of the concerta of the Maine Mnsic

Horse Blankets! Horse Blankets!
The first thing to think of when you are buying a horse
I
blanket is to get one that will stay on your horse.
have the 5-A bias girth blankets and the Chase All-over

with the wide girth, and if you will let us fit
horse
to either one, you will have no trouble in
your
it
on.
keeping

Stable,

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5raSRes°s7t%Jucker
OX Main St..

Norway, Maine.

SEE MY NEW LINE OF

FLANNELETTE
NIGHT ROBES and SKIRTS.
Also

a

complete

assortment

of the

Crown riuslin Underwear.
Our fall and winter line of

Millinery

is

most

attractive.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Shoes and Watch for $2,50
If you
or

5

are a

1-2

boy

and

Shoe, you

$2.50.

These shoes

watches

are

both for

$2.50.

1-2, 3,3 i-a, 4, 4 1-2, $
get both shoes and a watch for

wear a 2

can

are

good style,

serviceable, all right for best
sold the world

over

weight and
These
day.

medium

every
for $1.00.

or

Remember all sizes from

2 1-2

You get
to 5 1*2.

C\LL AND SEE THEM.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,
Opera House Block, Norway, Maine.

A New Fruit Jar.
"THE ECONOMY JARS."
No
Wide Mouth.
Sure Seal.
rubber ring to fail and spoil the
fruit.

EASY TO SEAL.
EASY TO OPEN.
PINTS

$1.00 per dozen.

$1.15 per dozen.
QUARTS
HALF GALLONS.$1.40 per dozen.

For Sale toy

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
80 MARKQT

SQUARSl,
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the assessors. The attendance at the Stevens. Her two children died in their
For lnfiBts and Children.
education.
Two «istera survive her, Miss the job a short time, · statement or A powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet. tonio, and they keep me strong and
was
youth.
representative,
though
meeting,
Sample sent FREE. Also Free Sample of th«
Where did they qualify themselves for the duties of their office?
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
•mall, and the short discussion wai Jane R. Stevens of South Pari·, and estimate of the work was drawn up by Foot-Ease Sanitary Corn-Pad. a new lnven well." 50c at
*
AT THE SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Mrs. Sarah S. Black of Providence, R. I. Mr. Umbstaetter, tad this was used as a ton. Addreu, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y drag store.
mainly informal.
Office

SOUTH 1'ARIS POST OFFlC·.
to 1-30 T.U.
7
Hour·

Charles P. Barnes,
He*. Merrill C. Ward o! Norway will Hiram K.
Hubbard,
next
Sunthe
Universalist pulpit
occupy
W. A. Bicknell,
day.
W. A. Barrows,
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Merrill have return- Walter L. Gray,

County Attorney. day morning,

|

to get through
Russell, the first witness for his side of
the case. At the conclusion of his
testimony Mr. Wright moved to dl»c0°
as to Mrs. U^^staetter and the
motion was granted. He then restea
hi· case. Judge Bird then suggested to
wunsel that at the rate the case was
going it was causing large β*Ρβηβ®
the court. It was, he eiigfceeted, >» ·Ρ
case for the appointment of an

Sue

Se

!Îew,Ki
kA j?ss>
îrrs»as!7,KTu^ii'»«·

«hooting, aa vet unexplained,
occurred laat Wednesday, the l*tb, in
A fatal

planning
problem by visiting

«#<sSfiiai· £«?Λ.

KJ5'ïSffiÎ.T"ÎSSî'^U·

Wednesday

|

^revocable '"J1
Hal?!
Tuesday *"»»■&·
buildings
^n'l^?Voi>e Hebikah
ce™0^ KntunAiid®Vy
ol^t T'îi

finished.,

|

■·

RsawM^ï^ia

struction.

GOODS.

PLAIN

"? Sh"

ffiil

°'wJR. ci—iiiete
daj eveoU^;_

«"α7
No'lS eT™,nJ^^\nd°8outh

—

me^

Τ 0*P

Je«^jand7ourth

»

^'hail

—

■

thDrWAkThomson

"m'îy

Brïlank ÏÏuîdock

ehrtftahet0opebra1bon.e

j

fi,¥hdeh0mUember.of

WE

GUESS

DON'T

GOOD prominent

Kar

^The*two'new

determining

Hart,

"^"V^Tod

CLOTHES;

H.J

perfectly,

j

always

Any Eye

°TÏÏè'UdëleeatioQ
Ê

]>u8iD®®B,M

equal
quality,

Light.

Responds

««irtiv

RICHARDS,

j

a|

Hart,

eociet'ean

madej

One Price Clothier,

OÎDrDBia?F.

Norway, Maine.

BLUE

J

STORES.

You Should

..

j

|

J

The A. C.
A well established business.
Clothe Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

the Boys Well.

...

S.J

|

J

|
|

companions.

styles

They

..

j

H, B. Foster,

|

■

|

perfection

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE

It's Here You Will Find

...

....

Suits and Overcoats

J
|

doing
plumbing.

general repairing

good

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

Veterinary Remedies.

Boy's

J
J

EQUIPMENT.

Jones,

by

Drop

F. H. NOYES CO.

Horse

Dog Remedies.

Just

play.

thing

They

SEVEN SPECIALS S. Β. & Ζ.

S. PRINCE WOULD LIKE TO

SHOW YOU

2

Angora.

Cony,

$1.75

Opossum,

Squirrel,

New Fall

high

Boys' Stocking Legs.

High

5

Call and See the New

during

W. O.

6

Jars,

S. ft & Z. S. PRINCE.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE,

®JJJJtSi

Why

Styles.

Frothingham,

South. Paris,

7

CASTORIA

in Shoes

Styles

Ladies and Gents, Boys, Youths,
Misses and Children.

3

Tki Uai You Hin Alwip ΒιφΙ

price.

promptly

SOUTH PARIS,

4

Regular

Qlover's

complete

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

:

1

Comfort.

Maine.

Did Oov. Cobb?

npHIS
*

IS

public
purchased

have

notice to the

give

to

that the
the

Th·

undersigned

Ri^htForHelp

PARIS BAKERY

H eadache

from the estate of Herbert VV. H illier and will continue the business

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13,1906.
"I have used the 'L. F.' Bitters with
With an increased success for
after this date.
years. They are the only
number of helpers we shall strive to thing I can find to help me when I
have an attack of headache."
serve the
promptly with

public

Respectfully yours,
Mr. George Kneeland.

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.
And

shall pay

we

serving

to

special

When sickness comes a dose of "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters will work wonders to-

attention

ward making a recovery.
They act
quickly and beneficially on the whole
system, purifying blood, strengthening
stomach, cleansing bowels. 35c. at drug-

Quick Lunches

At All Hours of the

Day.

gists.

We solicit your trade.

Italian Olive Oil,

Fred If. and Kate C. loll.
Aug.

South Paris,

ioth,

Italian

190S.

A new Lot

Specialties with us.
All imported goods of
first quality.
Are

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
attended to.

bing promptly
charge for team.
Li. M. Longley,

Angelo Cavalieri,

Maine.

Norway,

Spaghetti,

SOUTH PARIS.

The Ρuzzler
No. 281.—Botanical Puzzle.
These are some of fhe curiosities that
of
may be found In the construction
plants: 1. In a kind of aster, a beast
of burden and an organ of vision. 2.
In a plant of the genus digitalis, a sly.
crafty, wild animal and a covering for
the hand. 3. In an aromatic herb, a
domesticated beast of prey and a
pinch. 4. In a buttercup, a destructive
bird and part of the body. 5.- In an-

other plant of the aster family, a parasitic insect and a poison. 6. In a medicinal plant, obscurity and a screen. 7.
In a cultivated pink, a large vehicle
and an organized people. 8. In a plant
of the mustard family, confectionery
and a cluster. Θ. In a strong scented
mint α coin and a sail. 10. In a common flavoring plant, a season and a

color.

No. 282.—Guess Our

Ages.

age Is one of wit and wisdom full.
this to many Is but poor and dull.
age to commerce needed aid extends.
this, the weak and timid oft befriends.
This uKe, in sheltering from harm and

This
And
This
And

hurt.

Doth many Injuries done by this avert.
O'er this age. as we cheerful bear our

load.

The next age smooths our onward road.
This age to you will all things represent;
The last on ruling you and me is bent.

»é

No. 283.—Rebus Puzzle.

NOTICE.
for the
lu the District Court of the Unite·) Stales
District of Matne. In Bankruptcy.
of
)
lu the matter
In Bankruptcy,
HUGH F. MclNNIS,
of Audover, Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of Hugh F. Mclnnls, In the
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid :
of
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th 'lay
F. Mclnnls
<>ct., A. P. 1908, the said Hugh
the
wax duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
ilrst meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, So. S Market Square. South
at
I'arls, on the 2Sîh day of Oct., Λ. 1». ΙΜΟβ,
lo o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
and
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may properly
said
meeting.
come before
South l'arls, Oct. 10. l'J08.
V\ Λ LTKR L. «RAY,
Rnftrectn Ttankriivcv

{

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

Watch

is the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.
ple: pure, high-grade materials.

Fine

Bargains.

Timekeepers.

Key Winders and Stem Winders.
iltf
I'leise call and see them.

J. H. FletoHor,
Confectioner. Norway. Me.

8. RloHards.

Opp. Him Houso.

Can you read this rebus sentence,
which provides a truthful proverb?
No. 284.—Charade.
often called my first,
Thoush error It may be.
in
last,
quick recurring sound.
My
Tells of many a faithful round

Girls

arc

Which those who watch may see.
so obscure 'tis vain
To sec-k to make its meaning plain.

My whole Is

No. 285.—A Word Puzzle.
I am useful on the iarui as well as
on shipboard.
Transpose me, aud my
place Is on the table. Change mc back
to my original form and take out my
middle, and I become a part of your
face. What ami?

other convenient basins.

Conundrums.
Why Is tin· letter "k" like flour? Because you can't make cake without it.
If a cord of wood eo: ts $2. how much

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

molasses

I all? Two «ju::rts.
What proot have we that Koine was
liuilt in a night? Because we are told
that Rome was uot built in a day.

(Equipped with Saekeless Device)

about and care for it just as easily as a lamp.
Brus oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours. Handsomely finished in japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.

You

cm

carry it

Rd^O Lampevenings.

A Riddle.
There's a word composed of throe letters
alone

Conundrums.
What Is the tirst thing a gardener
sets in his garden? Iils foot.
What makes everybody sick but those
who swallow It? Flattery.
Who Is the tirst nobleman mentioued

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesday*

GOOD

is a

AS

and contains all the most important news of The Daily
a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, bui you can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

Tribune, which is

A
DAILY

Bold Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and addrexs on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will

bring

you a free

Pianos
Large Stock

sample

A Centiped's Trouble.
centlpcd was happy quite

Until a toa<l In fun
Asked hi:n which les followed which.
This wrought his mind to such a pitch
He lay distracted In α ditch,
Uncurtain how to run.

Key

of New Pianos antl

Organs.

to

th· Puzzler.

No. 275.—Kitldle: A Table.
No. 27C.—Wiue Merchant's Puzzle:
The wine merchant must have drawn
thirty quarts with the three quart
measure, six quarts with the two quart
measure and the remainder of the barrel, ninety quarts, with the five quHrt
measure.

The problem turns on timling quantities in the ratio of five to one, divisible by two aud three, and of a sum
total which, deducted from 12*5 quarts
(31Vj gallons), leaves a remainder divis-

ible by five.
No. 277.—The Postman Knocks: 1.
Bryan, Bryant. 2. Joe, Joel. 3. Peuu,
penny. 4. Cain, Calne. 5. Poe, pope.
U. Jude, judge. 7. Lover, plover.
No.278-Hidden Fish: Shark.dolphin,
gar, smelt, skate, fiylng, gold, cod, mul-

SPICEl)

let.
No. 270.—Word Square:

copy.

Organs.

s

A

ρ

c

α

A

M

Κ

Α

Μ

Β

Ν

D

Ρ

Β

Ν

C

Κ

Β

L

D

Β

Β

L

CAKKOT8

iSoutb. Parle.

280.
No.
St(o>op,
Synocopatlous:
Muait, toiuies. nio(t)or, na(v)y, dr(e)am,
inflr(r)v. pKnies. sh(oiut. dl(n)es.
—

A JEWELERS EXPERIENCE.

Keep

PLEASE

When in want of

anything

In

in our Hues

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give

Maine.

MIND!
us a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Boof Paints,
Our

Paroid

Floor Paints,
*
Floor Dressing.
Floor Finish,

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,
%

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious, Heath A Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Hoofing—The beet of all

roofings.

try imitations.

THE TIME TESTED KINO.

Don't

The kind that lasts.
to order.
Uave your veranda screened in.
hinges, Ac.

make
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We

Regular

sizes of doors in

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We have a
Telephone· and Electrical

stock.

cloth, spring

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—w*e sell

beat for automobiles and

Call and

see

them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

of

GREEN

SAUCE.

whole

green peai
(dried) over night; drain, cover witl
until
and
boil
fresh water
perfectly ten
der. Wash, scrape and chop coarselj
enough carrots to make one pint, boil it
salted water for forty minutes. Drain
season and heap lightly in the center oi
Put tlie peas through i
a hot dish.
vegetable press, seasoning liberally witl
butter and salt and adding enough color
ing paste to restore their original pe:
green. Pour the sauce, whioh should b<
as thick ae a puree, around tho carroti •
and send smoking to table. Fresh greet >
peas and summer carrots may be user
for the same combination.—Good House
>

Wlieeler,

BUllngs BlooR.

APPI.E JELLY.

WITH

Soak one cup

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 1000 Viginia
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes: "I
to buy for New Year's present.
wan so weak from kidney trouble that I
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
could hardly walk a hundred feet. Four
is
Here
of
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog
bottle» of Foley's Kidney Remedy cleared
playerpianos.
mj complexion, cured my backache and
a good trade in musical instruments.
the irregularities disappeared, nod I can
now attend to business everv day, and
recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy to
J".
all sufferors, as it cored me after the

W.

keeping.

doctors and other remedies had failed.
For sale by all druggists.

Change in Qlovee.
"I suppose," aaid the sad-eyed youth
It is only in the evening and foi
at the musicfcle, "you know the differ- elaborate affairs that gloves of any lengtl
ence between bel canto and coloratura?" will be needed.
Long sleeves are tb<
"Young man," answered Mr. Cumrox rule. They dominate street gowns anr
indoor frocks, and are even put into din
severely, "1 never bet on race horses."
ner and theatre gowns.
No false pretense has marked the caFor this reason the woman can sav<
reer of Ely's Cream Halm.
Being entiremoney on gloves. The record-breaking
ly harmless, it is not responsible like the prices of last winter caused many ι >
oatarrh snuffs and powders, for minds
woman to wonder why gloves were evci
shattered by cocaine. The great virtue
the universal short sleeve call·
invented;
is
that
It
Balm
of Ely's Cream
speedily ed for such an expanse of costly kid thai
and completely overcomes nasal catarrh
the pocket-book was emptied.
and bay fever. Back of this statement
Now she noeds only one pair of elbow
Is the testimony of thousands and a
gloves, and not even those unless she ii
succees.
All
of
years'
many
reputation
going to a ball or something equally iin
druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., portant.
50 Warren Street, New York.
The one button glove is the length
and as far as the fall has gone the deal
"So Borroughs owes you money? well, !
ers have found no chance to put up the
I think he'll pay you back some
prices of short gloves.
him
make
can't
but
hurry."
day,
you
Even the three-button length ie nol
"Don't you believe it. The mere sight
necessary, as the sleeve not only covers
of me walking along the street has made
the wrist, but in many cases it is trans
him hurry several times lately."
; parent, and its effect is marred by the
wrist of a glove showing through.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs !
Many of the new colors are seen io
quickly, strengthens the lungs and ex- these
short ones, so it Is possible thai
pels colds. Qet the genuine in a yellow the fashion of wearing gloves to match
al
For
sale
druggists.
by
package.
the suit will prevail. They oome in
and
Stella,—I suppose you have had many wistaria, taupe, mustard,
green. A great number of gloves an
hair-breadth escapes?
Knioker—Yes; a woman'sooiffure was shown in the latter color, a dull, dark
a
onoe. shade being chosen,
ma from
all that

I

sapphire

lnpfe

seeing

pjay

COMPANY WITH

"When you was little, was you apanked like I am to make you good, papa?"
"I was, my aon, and spanked hard
too."
"Yen you can't fool me no more, 'cauae
if it didn't make you good it won't
make me good."

MARRIED MAN IN TROUBLE.

A married man who permita any member of bis family to take anything except FolejAe Honey and Tar, for cougba,
colds and lung trouble, is guilty of
neglect. Nothing else is as good for all
The
genuine
pulmonary troubles.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
a
is
in
and
yellow package. For
opiate·
sale by all druggists.

Angry Mother (suddenly entering parcatching young music teacher
kissing her daughter)—Young man, ia

lor and

this what I pay you for?
Muaic Teacher—No, ma'am, I make no
charge for this.

ARE YOU ONLY HALF ALIVE?
People with kidney trouble are so
weak and exhausted that they are only
half alive.
Foley's Kidney Remedy
makes healthy kidney··, restores lost
and
weak, delicate people are
vitality,
restored to health. Refuae any bat
Foley's. For eale by all druggists.
He—You go and kisa another woman
and then go and aay things about her
you wouldn't have her bear for tbe
world.
She—And you go and kisa your wlfè,
and then go ont and do things you
wouldn't have her know for tbe world.

WOMAN INTERRUPTS POLITICAL
SPEAKER.

&.

WILLUM SO
LONG.1 DO
BELIEVE I'M
BE6INNIN6 TO

Mouldings ^

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

LOOK LIKE THE

DEAR OLD SOUL

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

♦

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

NORWAY, MAINF,

>

Ε. IV.

TIFT LABOR'S FRIEND
Rendered

Builders' Finish I

Valuable Service to
Railroad Men.

I will furnliih DOORS ami WINDOWS of hny
Size or Style at reaeonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

THE TOLE0O-ANN ARBOR CASE

If In want of any kind of Flnleh for Insl<k- 01
Outtlde work, ttentl In your onlere. Pine Luni
bnr and Shlnglex on hand Cheap for Caeb.

Advue Civen in Judge Taft'· Decision
Adcptid by the Railway BrotherPoliticians Use
hoods—Democratic
Trickery to Deceive the Toilers.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

erally regarded

as

possessing

to close out odd

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

fOimnOMETHAR

•tops the cou^h and heal· lungs

KILLthe cough
CURE

THE

Dr.

FOR Colds18

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

Now, what was that Toledo-Ann ArMost enlightened railroad
bos case?
men know all about It. Many of them,
particularly the younger generation of
them, do not.
A strike of locomotive engineers prevailed on the Toledo, Ann Arbor and
North Michigan railway. One of the
rules of the brotherhood (rule 12) re
quired In substance that when so ordered by the head of the organization
the men of the brotherhood or other
roads should refuse to handle the cars
of the road on which the strike prevailed.

Ι

!

Register

The Maine
—

contains

—

Complete Business Directories
Of 20 Cities and

428

Towns

Full Statistics of All State Interests
A new Township ami Kailroad Map of
Maine Revised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME need* it
for hnndy reference.

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer
Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the a^e.

No farmer should he withWe have artangout one.
ed with

Postpaid, $2.00.

GRENVILLE M. DONHAM,

A.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

towns

Discharge.
1

AVLES.
I In Itankruptcy
liankrupt )

To the Hon. ( i.akksce IIai.k, Judge ofthr t>la
trtct Court of the Unit»·"! State» for the District
of Maine:

derful invention.

KORGΚ C. Λ V I.F.s, of Mexico. ·η the (,'oun-

f ty of Oifonl, anil State of Ma ne,
G1
District, respectfully represent» thai

on

In καΐ·Ι
the ftth

"lay of Oct., last pant, he was dot/ adjudged
bankrupt under the Act·» of Couvre*· relating to
Bankruptcy; that be ha» <luly surrendered al!
hi» property anil right» of property,an·I ha* fully
compiled with all the requirement* of said Art*
an>l of the order* of Court touching Ills bank
ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full dlschn-ge from all
debts provable again it hie estate under salo
bankruptcy Acte, except »uch deb ta a* arc excepted hy law from such ilt»:harge.

t>au:-i

this S4th "lav of

"'epteinlnir.

Willard M'f'g Co.,
βΟ YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

A. !>. lww.

Order of .\otlrr Thereon.

they

stated.
Witness, the ll«>N. Ci.ahksck IIai.k, Judge
of the said Court, anil the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 3rd <lay of Oct.,
A. I). 190*.

.1A M ES

[L. s.J

{'HWP

1

DCSIGNS
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone nendln# aaketrh and description m»'
aii
nulrkly uarertain our opinion free whether
invention κ probably patentable. Communication·»! net IjOonlldentlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
lent frrM. nldeit agency f..r «ecurinf patent*.
l'atout» taken through Mann A Co. rec«lf·
imtict, without cbar.'c, m the

ipffUil

Scientific American.

A handiomelf llluntrated veeklr. Iarge»t cir
culatlon of any iolentltic Journal. Term·. » a
year : four monthe. »L tkrtdbyall newgdea ra
<

New York
& CO
MUNN
Branch OSc«. 626 Τ Ht„ Washington. U.
361 Broad»»*.

t

Ε. HEW Κ V, Clerk.

A true copy of petition an I order thereon.
AUe»t' J \ME8 K. HKWKV. Clerk

FOLEYSKIDITCYCURE
Right
Kidnoys
and Bladder

Makes

flaine.

Lewiston,

(îKORUË C. ATLKS, Rankrupt

DMTJUCT OK MaI.NK, h».
• >n till» 3rd day of Oct, A. l>. Ι'.Όβ, on reading
the foregoing petition, It I»
Ordered by the Court, that a healing be had
Λ. I).
u|M)ii the name on the Jlid "lay of Oct.,
lUOrt, before said Court at I'ortl ind, In said 1*1»
noand
that
In
the
forenoon;
o'clock
at
10
trlct,
tice thereof be published In tti.· Oxford Kei'io
crat, a newspaper printed In ca'd District, aud
that all known creditor·, and other person-In
Interest, may appear at the »ald time and place,
have, w!iy the
anil show <"iu»o, If any
be graille I.
praverof said petitioner should not
the
ordered
Is
further
lour,, That
Anil It
by
ti e «1erk shall send by mall to all kt;nwn creditors copies of said petition and thl* order, addressed to them at their plaix-» of residence a»

sell

in the
our gooiN
of'Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, w!
will he pleased to m.ow
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used 011 a pail, jujj
Read what
or any vessel.
the Pre's says of this wonto

PUBLISHER,
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Our New Range

a

Winner !

The new range that we introduced last year has won
all hearts. The old End Hearth is gone —there is more
below the
room on top—the ashes fall into a Hod far
last
fire, making their removal easy and the grate to
The Ash Hod when emptied is returned full of

longer.

of the entire country.
It v.-as a case of sympathetic strike.
And the sympathetic strike stands today. from choice, repudiated by all responsible organizations of laboring people and their members.
The principal outcome of that Ann
Arbor case was that the right of emmerce

coal.

L

to leave their employment
whenever dissatisfied with Its conditions was fixed beyond all possible future question aud some admirable advice given to the members of the organfc'.ntlou, to which they have faithfully lived up, both iudlvidually and
collectively, siuee.
"We wish to make plain if we can,'"
said Judge Taft in his decision, "to the
Intelligent and generally law abiding
men who compose the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, as well as to
their usually conservative chief officer,
what we cannot believe they appreciate—that, notwithstanding their j>erfeet organization and their charitable,
temperance and other elevating and
most useful purposes, the existence and1
enforcement of rule 12 under their organlc law make the whole brotherhood
a criminal conspiracy against the laws ;

ployees

j

of the country."
That the rendering of this decision
by Judge Taft was, then, in result an
enduring service to all railroad men
Instead of embodying anything coo-1
Dieting with their rights and privilege»
before the law must appear plain to
If there still reany ordinary man.
mained auy doubt on that score It
would be* removed by the reflection
that the rules laid down by Judge Taft
in that case* are now made a part of
the contracts and agreements of all
great railroad brotherhoods.

A well dressed woman interrupted a
political speaker reoently by continually
coughing. If she bad taken Foley's
Honey and Tar it would have cured her
cough quickly and expelled the cold
Mr. Taft can be trusted to exact Jusfrom ber system. The genuine Foley'·
Honey and Tar containa no opiates and tice from the railroads for the very
ia in a yellow package. Refuae aabstl- reason that he can b· treated t· do
tutM. For aale by all druggist·.
Jostle· te the uOtmL·
Λ.._.
J

LUNGS

King's
New Discovery
with

print.

one.

MAINE

NORWAY,

tbe rules of a great labor organization,
the Brotherhood of Engineers, which
was the cause of the trouble (rule 12)
has long since been voluntarily dropped as being contrary to the best Interests of both the public and the organization Itself.
More than all that. Judge Taft'* decision in the Toledo-Ann Arbor case
contains as good, broad and sound labor doctrine as ever found its way into

uangerous

patterns :ir<1 clean

up stock.

and

7
/

*

HARPERS W£E>\LY

—

Carpets

Wool

the bench.
The one otlicial act and declaration
of Judge Taft which is being used In
that way on railroad men is his decision In what is known as the ToledoYet In that case
Ann Arbor case.
through his decision Judge Taft rendered au actual, tangible and really
Invaluable service to the cause of labor
organization. Ills advice given to labor
organizations In that case has been
generally adopted by the various brothOne of
erhoods and their members.

a
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A LOW PRICE

more
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Democratic politicians to influence even
the commonest and most ignorant of
the unskilled lalwrers of the country.
One form which this system of trickery most frequently takes Is that of
hinting at what terrible things William II. Taft dkl against labor organization and Us members while he was

ruie

....

>

Price,

CHANDLER,

U.

Γ.

West >»Mnn»-r,

the average degree of intelligence. Their callings and the obligations springing from those callings
make the possession by them of a high
order of intelligence indispensable.
Notwithstanding this fact the same
system of absurd falsehood Is relied on
to deceive and trick them into withdrawing their support from the Republican party that Is in general use by

ins

Sbeatblng for Sale.

Matchc<t IMnc

Tin» members of the various brotherhoods connected with the great railroad systems of the country are genthan

CHANDLER,

ί ,«^
1

1

probably never should have been
badly adopted. The attempt to enforce It In
"My three-year-old boy
in
and
was
fever
had
a
high
constipated,
I gave him two this rase brought eight or ten railroads
an awful condition.
They sought protection
doses of Foley's Orino Laxative and the Info court.
next morning the fever was gone and be npilr.st what on Its face was at least
was entirely well.
Foley's Orino Laxa- an unwise policy for any body of men
tive saved his life." A. Wolkusb, Caal- lo adopt :>.ud Involved In operation a
mer, Wia. For sale by all drnggista.
possible stoppage of the carrying com-

Cook tart, under-ripe red apples in tb<
usual way and to every throe quarts ol
juice add one pint of vinegar, thre<
quarts of sugar (liberal measure), and
of mixed whole spicei
three ounces
tied up in thin muslin. Finish as usual

κ

8
Ο

I achievements are
I eating article in

t?|i

Barreu flg tree.

In the Bible?

Dosing Athletes with Oxygen,
Tbe remarkable effects of oxygen in
enabling athletes to surpass their finest

described in an interthe current Harper's
Weekly. "Professor IIill has conducted
a number of experiments which entirely
that
bear out this theory—namely,
athletes given oxygen just ptlor to a
trial of speed or endurance have bettered
their previous record in every instance,"
says the writer. "One of tbe subjects
experimented upon was a contestant in
the quarter-mile race at the Olympic
Games. Here he made the distance in
52 seconds, although, with tbe aid of
oxygen, he bad previously run it in 50.20
seconds, and bad finished as fresh as
though it had been a short sprint. In
a recent test for a physiological purpose,
Dr. Vernon of Oxford, after breathing
oxygen, was able to hold his breath for
CHILE CON CAKNE.
tbe remarkable time of eight and oneSuak ooo pint of dried lima beam I half minutes."
io
the
and
over night,
morning arrange
"The Law."
in the bean pot with one pound of solid
Parents of Wayne, a suburb of Phillean beef, two ounces of sweet fat 01
suet, a red pepper cut in rings and hall adelphia, are required to report promptCover with water ly any case of contagious disease, in
of an onion, shaved.
season with salt and a half teaspoon ol
compliance with the regulation· of the
mustard wet up with vinegar and baki > local Board of Health.
In accordance with thia order, Health
slowly in a moderate oven for three oi
four hours. This is a dish adapted fronr Officer Leary received this post-card reMexican cookery.
cently :
"Dear Sir—This is to notify you that
PEAS.
AND
UACON
ray boy Ephraim is down bad with the
1
is au equally savory change from th<
measles as required by the new law."
traditional "pork and beans." Soak om I
it
over
"My dear," said a wife to ber husnigbt;
pint of yellow split peas
the morning pour off the water and adc band, "do you realize that you have forfresh, wiih one pound of fat bacon gotten that this is my birthday?"
"Yes, dear, I did forget it," replied
«cored in inch squares. Pepper, mus
tard or molasses may be used at discre the husband. "Isn't it natural that I
tion. Bake about three hours; the pro· should? There isn't really anything
longed cooking required by navy beam about you to remind me that you are
iR unnecessary. If any is left over fora even a day older than you were a year
into Hat cakes, dredge with flour, saute ago."
·;
in hot fat and serve with tomato saucc
SAVED HIS BOY'S LIFE.
dish.
or
for a luncheon
supper
was

(Eye.)

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
<lacorporat«4j

AS

mixed while warm with a cup of sugar,
Add one cup of milk gradually, the yolh
of one egg which has been beaten until
thick, two cups of Hour iuto which hat
been sifted three level teaspoons ο
baking powder, and either one cup ο
cranberries or three-quarters of a cup ol
ginger cut in half-inch pieces, or twe
apples sliced thin, or three-quarters of a
cup of chopped nuts or one cup of rai
sine. Flour lightly, to prevent sinking
to the bottom, and lastly fold ,n
stiffly beaten white of one egg. bakt
twenty-five minutes in a moderate over
and serve with tho following sauce: Mil
one-half cup of maple Ryrup and one cup
of whipping cream and beat until utm
Packed in ice and salt three hours, tin:
sauce makes a delicious maple mousse

sui.'se.

brilliant light to read, sew or but by. Made of
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
burner. Every lamp warranted. If your dealer cannot supply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

ALMOST

HARLEQUIN PUDDING.

It expresses the sentiments warm from
the heart
And to beauty lays principal claim.

Steady,

GINGERBBEAD.

Three tablespoons of melted butter, I

Which reads backward and forward the

adds cheeriness
to the long

winter

you put lu a two quart

can

English Holidays.

I

A diversion which hardly exists In
Bake soft gingerbread in very thin America, but which still holda its own
sheets, and when done, glaze with brown in England, is the walking or bicycling
icing made by cooking molasses with a tour. England is not a country given to
sudden crazes in the matter of sports.
lump of butler until It "hair·."
There are seasons, of course, in which
CBANBEKBY Pl'DDINQ.
I some game like ping-pong or diabolo
Cream one cup of sugar with three carries everything before it for the moAdd slowly one I inent and is then as suddenly dropped.
toaepoons of butter.
cup of sweet milk, two cups of floui But, on the whole, a sport that has once
two
sifted with
teaspoons of creamι ol become popular in England remains so.
tartar and one teaspooon of eoda. Add Bicycling is a case In point. My Amerione-half cups of cranberrief can friends are astounded to bear that
„ne and
and bake one-half hour In a moderate more cycles are being sold in England
oven.
Serve with any sauce.
than ever. They are not perhaps an
fashionable as they once were, and tbe
CHESTNUTS AND PRUNES.
days when cycling in Uattersea Park
Do many housewivee realize what a
with riding in Rotten Row
>1
delicious sweet results when Spanisti competed
have long gone by. But as the vehicle
chestnuts are added to the homely break
of the masses tbe cycle still predominates,
f »st dish of stewed prunes? This is a
and the whole country is a network of
foreign confection worthy the attention I
cycling clubs whose members organize
of Yankee cooks
Wo uso it as a dessert successive
tours of a fortnight or three
when other ideas fail, rather than mativ
weeks throughout tbe summer months.
tinally, aR prunes are served. Wash and The English again have always been
soak prunes overnight as usual. Boil
pedestrians, and many thousands
chestnuts twenty minutes after cutting » great
of them devote their vacation to trampshell
shell.
in
each
«lit
Peel, removing
the Welsh hills or the lake district
and the dinagreeeble inner skin. Thee ing
or Devonshire or some other of the alServo cold, or at
stew with the prunes.
most countless regions that in England
least cool, with plain cake.
oiTer one a combination of faultless
AUNT IBBIE'S PUDDING.
ruadfl, beautiful scenery, and historic
caravan is not
Pare, core and quarter tart cooking associations. Touring by
but is still not una
.ipnles, using enough to covor the bot- so popular pastime,
Make a I common, and those who once take toit
tom of a buttered baking dish.
all other forms of
batter
cake
according to anj declure that it knocks
eponge
holiday-making on the head. And beover tht
favorite formula and pour
all this there are the joys of motorpieces of applo in ttie pan. Bake in a I sides
afford them, while
moderate oven until the fruit is soft I iug for those who can
even a tenth-rate resort boasts its golfenough to be easily pierced by a straw,
and its cricketServe with hard sauce. Vanilla, lemor links, its tennis courts,
I club.—Harper's Weekly.
or spice will do for flavoring.
MISSOURI

Mats, Mirrors

"I'VE BEEN XEEPIN

jaetly

Races With Toy Motor Boats.
Toy motor boat racing lias become
very popular amoug the boys and girls
of 1'aris. These boats range In length
from a few luches to four feet, the
boats of greater size being driven by
engines of considerable power, IïeguI :r contests are arranged In the artiflial lakes of the Tuileries gardens aud

high you can—there's bo
dangei—as low as you please
—there's no smell. That'·
because the smokeless device
prevents smoke or smell—
that means a steady flow of
glowing heat (or every ounce
of fuel burned in a
as

and Pictures,

Oxford Democrat. South Pari·, Me.
Mechanic* Wo. C. Richardson deecribea
the construction as follow·:
"A abaft wall or caiason of reinforoed
Recipes.
concrete ia being bnilt above ground and
allowed to sink by ita own weight
BBAISED LIVER WITH PEPPERS.
through the aoft soil, in which are lajera
In
a
of
fat
freeh
pork
Lay some etripe
of gravel, qaickaand and day, until aolid
over
and
earthenware
small
place
pot
rook la atruck some 80 feet below. When
the ere until tbey begin to brown; add the rock is reaohed it will be quarried
half an onion, «Heed, two ripe Ρ·ρΡβΓ·. out in the uaual way, and, should not the
also sliced (rejeoting.the cores), and two cutting aboe find a level resting place, it
pound· of fresh pig's liver deeply gashed will be blocked up and all the interstices
and larded on top with more strips of
poured full of cement to form a waterpork. Dredge thickly with flour and fry tight joint. The total depth of the shaft
the
slowly for ten minutes, turning
as now contemplated, will be 800 feet.
meat onoe. Scrape half a dozen cairote
"In sinking the shaft, the first operaand cut In strip· lengthwise; place these tion was to conatruct a steel cutting
around the liver with a handful of shoe, oblong in shape, 59 feet six inches
minced parstey or celery tope and «ait by 28 feet. Its outer extremity was of
and sweet herbs for seasoning;
one-half inch steel, about 30 lnohes high.
add one cup of boiling water and half To the inside of this, about eight inches
a glass of currant jelly; oover closely from the
bottom, was riveted a half-inoh
and bake in a very moderate oven for steel horizontal plate, two feet wide, to
is
most
a
hours.
This
two and one-half
act as a shelf for the concrete, which
•avory and satisfying dish, made from tapers from a widtb of 24 inches at the
of
meat.
an inexpensive piece
bottom to seven Inchea at the top.
"First a pit, 15 feet in depth, was dug,
apple biscuit.
into which the cutting shoe was placed,
To one pint of light bread eponge add
the bottom of the pit being made per.one-quarter cup of molasses, one tablefectly level to receive it. The molds or
spoon of lard and graham or whole wheat
forms for the concrete were erected on
for a soft dough. Beat vigorously or
the shelf within the aboe and the walla
in
knead circumspectly, and finally work
built in the customary manner to a
a large cup of chopped apple (greenings
height of 20 feet. When these became
or russet*), cut in bits an large as the
sufficiently hardened the earth waa dng
muffin
in
end of your finger.
Shape
away from within the aboe, and aa the
pans, sprinkle with brown sugar and let excavation
progressed the weight of the
them etaud until very light before bakwalls forced the steel cutting edge grading. Good either warm or cold.
ually downward. By placing the molds
DICED LIVER.
on top of the hardened walls and repeatOne pound of calf's or lamb's liver, ing the operation, tbe cutting shoe has
one-half pound of bacon; cover with been driven down until it is expected
shaft will be completed
water and simmer very gently for two that the entire
mined next winhours, or until thoroughly tender. Drain in time for coal to be
and cut in small cubes, return these to ter.
"In all, some 3,000 cubic yards of conthe fire and cook for ten minutes, sea145 tons of reinforcing steel
soning with salt and pepper and tossing crete and
will be used in tbe walls, which will be
frequently, that they may brown lightly carried
up 10 or 20 feet above ground, so
and evenly. Serve on strips of hot butfields
tered toast, moistened with the liquor in that, even when the surrounding
will be no danger
which the meat was cooked. Chili or are under water there
the shaft.
Worcestershire sauce should be offered of the river entering
"When completed, the shaft will be
with this savory supper dish.
divided into three sections, tbe first to
TOMATO PUBEE.
accommodate two cages for hoisting
One pint of canned tomatoes, one oup coal, the second for a pump and ladderof mashed potatoes, one cup of chicken way, and tbe third for an upcast airway.
It is estimated that the cost of the
or veal stock; eimmer for fifteen minthe conutes, thickening with one tablespoon of shaft will be $260,000, of which
Two
roux; season highly, strain through a crete work will cost about 175,000.
vegetable sieve and serve with small, powprful ventilating fans, each with a
of
air
feet
per
bard crackers bettered and browned in capacity of 350,000 cubic
the oven. A cup of cold split pea· 01 minute, will be installed, one for regular
oases.
for
the
other
use
and
emergency
beans, instead of potatoes, makes a good
varatiou.
COLUMN,

No. 286.—Word Square
1. Λ rame for Euglaud. 2. A colony
In Africa. 3. A town in East Prussia.
4. A purpose. 5. A town In Denmark.
<5. A town la Frauee.

u

Picture Frames

"Sinking" a Mine Shaft.
Mining engineer· bate performed an
ingenious and gratifying feat in literally
"sinking" a mine abaft near WllkeaBarre, Pa. In an article in Popular

HOMBMAKEBS1 COLUMN.
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Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle," "Fortress."

All the famous Crawford features are present : Single
Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues, Asbestos
Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator, booklet free.
Boston
Made by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., 3Ι·35 Union St.,

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DEALERS

Good Bread,
The Secret's Out
I

£jgS

But'Vbur Grocer
Lhas moreWaShburn-Crosbys
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